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SYMBOLS 

A 
X 'X' componen-t- of magnetic vector potential. 

A 'Y' component of magne+ic vec+or potential. y 
A z 

'Z t component of magne+ic vector potential. 

a Half the length of a side of a rec+angu I ar eo 11 • 

a Radius of a circular coil • 

• ax Unit vector In the 'X' direc+ion • 

• ay Unit vector In the 'Y' direction. 

az Unit vector In the 'Z' direction. 

B Vector of the total flux densl+y. 

B Magnitude of the total flux density. 

Bx 

By 

Bz 
Bx 

By 

Bz 

I X' component of 

'Y' component of 

'Z' component of 

Magnitude of 'X' 

Magnitude of 'Y' 

Magnitude of 'Z' 

flux density. 

flux density. 

flux density. 

component of flux density. 

componont of flux density. 

component of flux density. 

b Half the 11idth of a rectangular coil. 

c2 Coefficient of z2 In a binomial expansion appendix 6 J. 

c4 Coefficient of z4 In a binomial expansion appendix 6 J. 

d Half the spacing ben1een Helmholtz Coils. 

d Distance between turns on a multi-turn coil. 

o Base of natural logarithms. 

e Induced e.m.f. 

E Complete elliptic Integral of the second kind. 

Hz Magnetic field strength in the 'Z' direction. 

!
0 

Peak value of current. 

l Instantaneous value of current. 
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K Complete elliptic Integral of the r!rst kind. 

k Constant of proportionality. 

k Elliptic Integral variable. 

L Inductance. 

N Number of turns of wire on a coli. 

R Resistance. 

R 1 Ratio of maximum flux density over a coli to the minimum flux x, 
R density between coils. 1X1 and 'Z' components. 
Zj 

R'x: Approximate ratio of maximum flux density over a coli to the 
' 

R' I minimum value between two coils. 'X' and 'Z' component::;. z_, 

R"xj RGtlo of minimum flux density over a coli to the maximum value 
~ 

R'' • of flux density between the coils. 'X' and 'Z' components, 
z) 

r Radial distance from a point. 

S Surface area. 

s Gonoral length of wire. 

vp Velocity of Propagation. 

x,y,z. Roctangulwr carteslan coordinates. 

x1,Y1,z 1• New set of rectangular cartoslan coordinates. 

z1n Input lmped3nco. 

Z
0 

HeIght of pIck-up above the ra 11 head. 

Z
0 

Characteristic lmpadanco. 

a Current Attenuation. 

p Phase change coefflclont. 

llo Permeability of free space ( 41! X I0-7 

4> Cy 11 ndrl ea I coordinate para'!loter. 

p Cy 11 ndrl ea I coordinate parameter. 

a Angle of tilted coli. 

w Angular frequency of a ltcrnatlng field. 

A \'luvclength. 

Wb/A-m ) • 
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SYNOPSIS 

In Part I possible meThods of :~~roving telAD•~m coli 

systems for use In a trac!,-to-traln communication are examined. 

These coils are used to convey fixed Information, such as the 

physical limitation of the track on speed, to a moving train. 

A telegram consists of a number of coils and occurs at various 

locations along the track. At present only one bit of 

Information Is derived per telegram coli and this severely 

limits the amount of Information that can be transmitted, 

especially In the vicinity of junctions where a lot of 

Information transmls~lon Is required. These coils are also 

restricted to sleeper spacing. 

The magnetic fields produced by various sizes and 

shapes of coils were examined and found to be very slml Jar. 

A method was developed using field components to double the 

Information capacity of the coils. Rectangular carteslan 

coordinates are the only coordinates Into which the magnetic 

field can be resolved so that Individual field components are 

capable of being received by a train-borne aerial. 

Because of the dynamic range of the system required, 

the lateral displaceMent of telegram coils to obtain the extra 

bit of Information and the restrictions on placing them, lt 

was found that only small coils on the rail foot could be used. 

vllth the coli s In this position they were not restricted to 

sleeper spacing and were less prone to damage by track 

maintenance equipment. To Increase the Information capacity 

of a telegram still further, coils could be used both sides 

of the track. 
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The practical work certainly showed the feaslbl I lty of 

the mod I fled syster.1 In a ra I I\~ ay env I ronmen+. It a I so showed 

the advantages of feeding half a telegram from each track 

conductor and combining them In a matching network to minimise 

reflections on the line. 

The section on error rates showed little baste difference 

between data transmission by telegram coils and various forms 

of modulation, e.g. PSK, FSK. Before further conclusions 

can be dra~vr. more detaliGd knoviledge of the noise Is ro:tulred, 

In the final ~hapter In this part other possible uses of 

field components a~~ discussed, 

In PC! n 11 , Ra I I way Automat I on Is dIscussed to see 

Vlhat lt can offer and how lt could be Implemented. The 

varlot.:s experimental trials taking place at presen·~ are also 

briefly examln~d. 
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I • I ~ITRODUCT I ON 

For several yoars British R~ll, together w!th various 

railway systems throughout the world, have boon considering the 

possibility of continuous communlcutlon with moving trains (sec 

references I, 2, 3 and 4). This need has orison through the dcslro 

for higher speed working, higher density liorklng and the resulting 

need f:lr more stringent safety precautions. 

Tho existing signalling system copes well with train speeds 

up to about 100 m.p.h. (160 km/h) l~lth a possible extension up to 

125 m.p.h. (200 km/hl - see rcfcroncc 5. The main problem with 

convontloncl signalling arises when ono needs to combine high 

truffle density end trains of widely differing speeds. Because 

of braking requirements, signals arc spaced to accommodate the long 

braking distances required by high speed trains (a train travelling 

at 100 M,?.h. needs 1,27 miles (2.03 km) In which to come to rost>. 

This obviously has an adverse effect on the lino capacity at lower 

speeds and hence the desire to Improve the situation. Thoro are 

two possibilities hero, these arc:-

a) the provision of an overlay system for high speed working, or 

bl the use of moving block ~:orldng (sec ref. 6). 

Moving block working, whilst representing the optimum method for 

any truffle flow, cannot be easily Implemented at the present on 

the rcll1~ays because of financial, operational and technical 

difficulties. However, the use of an overlay system Is a much more 

viable proposition and also lends Itself to the possibility of 

conversion to a moving block system at a later stage. The principle 

of an overlay system Is the provision of advance Information to 

the train concerning the conditions of the track ahead (e.g. signals, 

speed restrictions) and Information 11hlch can be fed to the truln-
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borne computer to ensure that the train Is travelling within the 

prevailing conditions. 

At the moment two possible systems for Information 

transmission are being examined :-

1. the use of high frequency guided electromagnetic waves, 

and 

2. an Inductive loop system. 

Quite a lot of work has boon done on (ll especially In Britain and 

Japan (see references 7 and 8) and probably offers a better long 

term solution than (2) duo to the increased Information capacity 

available and the possibility of obstacle detection. However, the 

Inductive loop system at present is the more realistic (see 

references 3 and 4) and is being Investigated very thoroughly In 

BrltQin and elsewhere. 

The Information to be transmitted Is essentially :-

1. the traffic conditions ahead of the train, and 

2. the limitations Imposed by the truck Itself. 

In addition it Is probably also deslrublo to have a speech link 

bohtoon the driver and operational staff and vice versa. The 

transmitted Information can also be divided as follows :-

a) fixed Information, and 

bl variable Information 

1.1 Description of the Inductive Loop Systems 

The inductive loop system consists essentially of hto parallel 

wires running between the rails In the centre of the track and 

spaced et present ono foot <0.305 ml apurt. These wl res are 

transposed at 100 metre Intervals (see fig. ll to provide distance 

oorkors for the train and to minimise the effects of Induced e.m.f 1s. 



----. r:==::E=======:::==t:=:J\ r--"-- -1-, 
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~ 
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-- - -

IQ Q CJ Cl 
~ --~/ 
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~ _,........ 
(I) 

-nrr
('l.) 

Fig. 2. Sho~·dne Arrangements for the Teleeram Coils. 
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Information can be fed to the rraln In two 1~ays ·-

1. via a form of modulation, or 

2. via telegram coils. 

The present trend Is to use electronic modulation tor the Information 

transQisslon -both fixed and varlabte, although this roqulros 

mora tracksldo equipment. However, lt does provide the possibility 

of data being re-transmitted. The alternative, (2), provides a 

cheap and relatively reliable method of transmitting fixed 

lnforTnatlon and Is explained below. 

Tho fixed lnfonnatlon Is tronsmltted by a "telegram" which 

conslsts,at present, o[ 32 coils connected In sorlc~ with the track 

conductors (see fig. 2). The lntormotlon Is extracted from these 

coils In the following manner. The train has two pick-up coils, 

(!)over the parallel wires and (2) over the telegram coils. The 

track conductors are fed with a 29 kHz signal. The two pick-up 

coils receive the vertical component of the magnetic field from 

the transmitters en the track and the telegram coils can be wound 

either clockwise or anti-clockwise (see fig. 2), The phase of the 

signal received by plcl~-up coli (2) Is compered with that received 

by (I) and depending on their phose relationship (0° or 180°) 

either a blnory I or 0 Is transmitted. Th!rtytwo binary bits are 

at present required In order to:·· 

I. convoy the Information, and 

2. convey the error detection codes used, 

This means that for the telegram system tried <ref. 4), 

thlrty·h:.:>track coils are needed per telegram- only one bit being 

derived par telegram coli. These coils also hove to be placed 

ono per sleeper so th<:-!- "1-h~y rlo not Interfere with tamping 



. 
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operations ar.d other track maintenance. Consequently a telegram 

occup I os thIrty iw'J sI eepe rs. 

1.2 Restrictions on the Positions of tho Parallel Wires 

and the Telegram Coils. 

Unfortunately, sovero restrictions oro Imposed on the 

placing of the telegram coils and parallel wires. This Is duo 

mainly to track maintenance requirements. The parallel wires must 

therefore be within tho central two foot (0,61ml of the track and 

the telegram coils, as they lie away from tho contra of tho track, 

must be placed on a sleeper. The roll chair also takes up a certain 

area on the sleeper and restricts still further the position of 

the telegram coils (soe fig. 3), In addition, the telegram coli 

must not overlap the rail chair and for positions between the 

ra I Is the pIck-up cc 11 s must be at I cast 511 (0. I 27ml above m 11 

head tovel -I.e. ono foot (0,305ml above steeper level. 

1.3 Conclusions 

The length of track needed for a telegram severely limits 

the amount of Information that con be conveniently transmitted, 

especially In the vicinity of points and crossovers. An additional 

problem In this area Is also the need to transmit quite a lot of 

data Just before Junctions for the various routes that can be 

taken. lt Is these problems which have prompted the following 

Investigations Into methods of Improving the telegram coli system 

and to compare Its performance against a system using electronic 

modulation. 
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As the system uses the masnetlc field produced by a current, 

the Initial Investigations hav~ boon controd around examining tho 

field com;)ononts produced by various shape coils. Hence, much 

of the worl' has Involved careful MOnsuroments of the fields 

thus produced and Is described In tho next few chapters. 
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2. APPARATUS FOR FIELD STRENGTI1 HEASUREMENTS. 

As the frequency used tor evaluating the telegram is so low 

- 29 kHz - and the dimensions Involved are very much less than a 

wavelength, then all radiation effects can be neglected. 

lt was first of nil decided to look at the magnetic fields 

from d.c. energised coils using a Hall Effect Gaussmeter. The 

fields Involved were of a very small magnitude and because of 

extraneous fields it was Impossible to take any relinbie readings. 

The Gaussmeter vms on I y cap ab I e of workIng up to about 4 kHz and 

so readIngs at the norma I v1ork I ng frequency of the tal egram co I Is 

were not possible. A method of measuring the field was thus 

required to work at some fixed frequency to eliminate any Inter

ference, the obvious choice being 29 kHz. 

The method used Nas to measure the emf Induced in a small 

probe col I, amplify this signal in a tuned amplifier, and to 

record the output voltage. The emf Induced In a small col I, 

situated In a low frequency field and varying sinusoidally with 

time, can be shown to be proportional to the flux density {see 

Appendix ll. The complete arrangement for flux density measurements 

is shown In fig. 4. 

2.1 The Probe Coil. 

Because the emf Induced In an air-cored coil is so small a 

ferrite-cored probe coli 11as used as sho11n In fig. 5. This consisted 

of a ferrite former wound with 100 turns of 44 swg. copper wire and 

connected to the amplifier by a coaxial cable. 



C.';{.O. 

Tuned Amplifier. 

V.T.V.M. 

Fig, 4 • General Arrangement for J.!easuring Flux 

Density. 

4 mm. () J _ =--=-:-:--~=---==-L I~ 
~ 1. 1 cm~ Ferrite Former 

Fi~;. 5· Enlarged Vielf of Probe Coil. 
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List of Components•-
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0 

R = 330.n c c.o84 1'f s 

VR1 100 k .1\. L 360 }'I! 
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2.2 The Narrow Band Tuned Amplifier. 

This was u two stage amplifier as shown in fig. 6. Tho first 

stage was a common emittor amplifior with a tank circuit as a 

collector load followed by a field effect transistor in common 

source connection. The second stago had to havo a high Input 

impodance to prevent damping of the tuned circuit. The output was 

via a potontlometer VRI so that, if more than one amplifier was 

used, the gain of each could be made The same and only one 

calibration curve was required. The amplifier was housed in a 

steel box to afford some screening from the magnetic fields although 

this does not give complete shielding. The shielding obtained seemed 

sufficient. 

lt is desirable to have a narrow band amplifier In order to 

cut down any interference which might occur. Figure 7 shows the 

frequency responso of the amplifier, the bundwidth bolng only 

700Hz and giving a Q of about 41, the centre frequency being 

29 kHz. 

2.3 Calibration of Amplifier and Probe Coil. 

A calibration curve Is required before any fields can bo 

moasured showing output voltage against flux density perpendicular 

to the plane of the probe col I. it can be shown (see reference 16) 

that about the centre of a long solenoid ( I.e. length I diameter 

is greater than say 15 ) the flux density Is virtually constant 

and has only one direction. This provides an easy method of 

producing a uniform field for calibrating a small probe coil. 

The flux density at the centre of a long solenoid is given 

by ·-

B a llo N T Tesla ........ (I) 

(L2 + 4Rz)h 
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Nhere N Is the total number of turns on the solenoid, 

L Is the length of the solenoid, in metros and 

R Is the radius of the solenoid in metros. 

Figure 8 shows the apparatus used for calibrating tho ampllfior 

and probe colt. 

No11, from fIgure 9, 

I = VR I R' 

and 11
0 

= 411 x 10-7 henry' s/metre 

N = 195 turns 

L = 0.10 metres 

R = 0.005 metres 

R' = 1030 ohms. 

Substitution in (f) gives, 

B = -6 2.36 X 10 VR Testa. 

The flux density at the centre of the solenoid can thus be 

calculated for various currents. A plot of output voltage of the 

amplifier can then be made, for the probe coli In the centre of 

tho solenoid, against flux density produced there. As the 

output voltage is also displayed on an oscilloscope lt is easier 

to record peak to peak vottagos so that the two methods of 

measuring this voltage can be easily compared. Figures 10 (a), 

(b) and (c) show the flux density -output voltage characteristics 

of the measuring apparatus. The calibration of the amplifier was 

also checked at regular intervals using the above apparatus. 

Some trouble was Initially encountered from noise Introduced 

by the cIrcuIts ernp I eyed in the stab i If s0d p011or supp I y used. 

The amplifier had a r0asonably high gain and the lev0l of somG of 

the output signals was v0ry low; this noise was eliminated by 

using a decoupling circuit across the power supply of tho amplifier. 
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Fig. 11 • Photograph of the Frame 10rk Used . 
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2, 4 Framework. 

As lt 11as desired to measure different field components at 

various positions In space some form of framework was needed so 

that the probe coil could be moved In three dimensions. The 

framework had to be made of some non-magnetic material and also 

had to be rigid. This severely limited the choice of materials 

and the best one that emerged was 'Tufnol'. The framework 

dimensions were such that the feet would rest on the sleepers 

If any tests were required to be done on a railway track and could 

easily bo dismantled if the need arose, Fig, 11 shows a 

photograph of the framcworl< that was built. 
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3. ANALYSIS OF THE BRITISH RAIL PROPOSED SYSTEM. 

Although British Rail have made some Initial measureiTents on 

their originally proposed telegram coil system, a full analysts Is 

carried out here. The results of this analysis provide :-

(I) a check on the British Rail readings, 

(2) a feel for the problem, and 

(3) the magnltudes of the fields Involved. 

Figure 12 shows a layout of the system and gives the main dimensions. 

Figure 13 depicts a telegram coli and shows Its construction. 

Two signals arc picked up from the track :-

(J) over the centre of the parallel wires, and 

(2) over the centre lino of the colts. 

In each case the vertical component (Bz) of the flux density being 

received, The diagram shows only two coils although thirty-two 

coils are required to convey all the Information. lt was found that 

only the lntorforenco from adjacent coils was Important and thus two 

coils were used to evaluate the practical system. Other Interference 

Inherent In the system Is that between the parallel wires and the 

colts, the Interference of the parallel wire field on the coli field 

being the most serious. 

The calculations of the theoretical values of flux density 

were done using the magnetic vector potential (sea Appendices). 

The evaluation of the resulting expressions was carried out with 

the aid of a digital computer (an ICL 1905). Both theoretical and 

practical results are tabulated hare, together with the graphs, 

to glvo a comparison between the two sots of data. The curves 

all show the nms value of the flux density. The value of the coli 

current Ic(nmsl was 100 mA so that the theoretical values had only 
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TABLE 1. Theoretical Results for Telegram Coil 

B X 10-7 I y 
z 

Tesla ems. 

-0.164. -80 
-a.lflo -75 
-0.195 -70 
-0.207 -65 
-0.210 -60 
-0.196 -55 
-0.151 -50 
-0.049 -45 
0.152 -40 
0.520 -35 
1.151 -30 
2.164 -?5 
3.647 -20 

5·554 -15 
7. 585 -10 
9·190 -5 
9.P05 0 
9.190 5 
7. 585 10 

5·554 15 
3,647 20 
2.164 25 
1.151 30 
o. 520 35 

• 0.152 40 
-0.049 45 

- -0.151 50 
-0.196 55 
-0.210 60 
-0.207 65 
-0.195 70 
-O.lflO 75 
-0.164 flc 
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TABLE 2. Practical Results for Teleeram Coil, 

(p-p) -" V B X 10 y 
0 7, 

m V Tesla ems. 

-2.4 -0.18 -75 
-2.5 -0.19 -70 
-2.6 -0.2 -65 
-2.6 -e.e -~0 

-?.5 -0.19 -55 
-2.0 -0.15 -50 
-C. 6 -0.05 -~5 

2.1 C' .16 -W 

7.fl 0.55 -35 
17.4 1.2 -30 
32 2. 2 -25 
55 3. 8 -20 
82 5.7 -15 
112 7.8 -10 

134 9.3 -5 
142 9·9 0 

134 9-3 5 
112 7.8 10 
.'12' 5.7 15 

55 3.8 ?C' 

32 2.2 ?5 

17.4 1.2 30 

7.8 0.)5 35 
2.1 0.16 ~0 

..fj, 6 -0.05 45 
-2.0 -0.15 50 
-2.) -0.19 55 - -2.6 -0.2 60 

-2.6 -C. 2 65 
-2.5 -0.19 70 

-2.~ -0.18 75 
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to be divided by 10 to compare them 1~ith the practical readings. 

A change in sign of the flux density on graphs represents a 

phase change of 180°. 

3. I 8 Field from a Telegram Coli. 
-z:~~~~~~~~~-~~~~ 

Tables and 2, together with figs. 14 and 15, show the 

theoretical and practical results for the vortical component of 

magnetic field from a 9'' x 7" col I of four turns. The pick-up 

coli Is at a height of 12" <0.305 ml above the col I base and 

moves along the 'Y' axis, I.e. X= 0. The theoretical and 

practical values for the fields agree to within 4%, the errors 

being greatest where the slope of the field Is steepest. 

3.2 Bz Field from AdJacent Telegram Coi Is. 

Curves (b) on figs. 16 and 17 shell the theoretical and 

practical values of Bz as the coils are traversed In theY 

direction for X= 0. From those curves an Important ratio omergos 

- namely the ratio of the maximum value of the field encountered 

above a coil to the minimum value between the peaks. Let this 

ratio be denoted by R, and for the different field components be 

~· Ry, and Rz. it Is ot the minimum value of field 11here the 

Interference from a neighbouring coil has the greatest effect. 

An approximate value for R can be obtained from the curve for a 

single coil. This Is the ratio of the maximum field strength to 

twice the value of the field where the 'trough' would appear -

denoted by R' • 

For tVIo adjacent coils Vlcund in the same sense and without 

Interference from the parallel wires-
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Rz (theoretical) 

Rz (practl C1ll l 

= 

= 

17.4 

17.5 

For col Is wound in the opposite sense, midvmy bet11oon the col Is 

the flux density Is zero 1lnd hence the ratio Rz is infinite. 

3.3 B Field from the Parallel \•tires. -z 
Because of sp11cc oval lab le for practical ~tork 1l parallel wire 

system was built 81 (2.44 metros) long and I' (0.305 metres) wide. 

Some measurements wore carried out on the vertical field component 

and It was found that the results did not agree with the 

theoretical values obtained for the wires considered as two long 

p1lral lel conductors. On considering the wires as an elongated 

rectangle the theoretic1ll and practical results vtere In good 

agreement and hence the end effects of the parallel wires cannot 

be neglected in a system of these dimensions. A plot of 

theoretical flux density, occurring whoro the coils would be, 

ag11inst the length to width ratio of the line is shown in fig. 18. 

From this curve it would appear that a ratio of about 100:1 must be 

used before the flux density approaches the value encountered from 

an Infinite line. For this reason no practical results arc 

available and the theoretical values for a long lino have been 

used to give the curves in fig, 16. As all the work Is carried 

out at 29 kHz whore the wavelength in air is about 10 km standing 

1mves on the I i no have been nog I ectad. 

3.4 B Field from the Combined Parallel \/Ire and Coli System. -z -

On forming the pructical system as shown In fig. 12 it was 

possible to take practical readings of the fields involved. 
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Interference is prodGced by tho parallel wires on the coil fields 

and curves (a) and (c) on figs. 16 and 17 show the modifying 

effect. Because of this interference the values of Rz arc 

affected and become mere restrictive. The value of Rz when the 

colts are wound in the opposite sense, for both additive and 

subtractive effects of the wires, is stll I infinite but does not 

now occur midway between the coils. For the coils wound in the 

same sense :-

(I) the parallel liire field additive to the coli field 

Rz (theoretical) = 8.0 

Rz (practical) = 7.7 

and (2) the parallel wire field subtractlve 

Rz (theoretical) = -40 

R (practical) = -42 z 

-the minus sign denoting a change in phase of one of the fields. 

3.5 Discussion. 

These values for Rz set a limit for the system and the 

maxI mum range over wh i eh it w i I I \jork. For the above system the 

Cllrr~"* a* .. ..,uc:r\icn ~.>cui cl nt:>"t 1-.av.,:to b.. oqrea-1..;"\\-.o.., IS db- (neg I ectl ng 

noise) unless the Interference from the parallel wires can be 

subtracted from the coil field in th<J receiving apparatus and 

the range would then be about 17. This problem might also be 

overcome by using a variable threshold level in the train control 

equipment. There Is also no reason why 7/.036 copper wire should 

be used. 
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3.6 Conclusions 

Careful attention ~ust b~ paid to the Interfering magnetic 

field caused by the current In the parallel wires so that 

reasonable values of R con bo achieved. This Is so that the 

dynamic range may boos largo as possible and applies to any field 

component used. 
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4. EXAMINATION OF FIELD Cott,PONENTS FR0t1 TELEGRAl~ COILS. 

To obtain more than ono bit of binary infonnation per telegram 
I.V()Uid 

coli, thcre,1..seem to be three possible ways of achieving this. 

These are :-

(I) the use of field components produced by coils lying flat on 

the sleeper, 

(2) the use of field components produced by coils inclined at an 

angle to the horizontal on the sleeper, and 

(3) the use of multi-level fields (I.e. the use of coils with 

different numbers of turns but using only ono field component). 

Because of the extra circuitry required in (3) for an analogue to 

digital convertor and the higher error rates involved this method 

was not considered as a posslbi I ity. lnvostlgatlons \toro therefore 

confined To methods (I) and (2). 

Using different field components the maximum number of bits 

of Information from a single coli is three, If all the field 

components are used. For these bits to be independent of one 

another the coil must have three degrees of freedom. Rectangular 

cartesian coordinates are used throughout as those represent the 

only possible field components likely to be picked up by a train-

borne aeri a 1. 

The coils examined in this chapter arc fairly large <smallest 

dimension 4!''- 0.057 metre) as the flux density is higher from 

a larger coil and the inductance of a coil lower for a given field 

strength (inductance Is proportional to the number of turns 

squared), The use of smaller dimension col Is Is examined In 

chapter 5. Rectangular, square and circular coils are all 

examined here, the relevant theory appearing in the appendix. 
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For the first coil examined both theoretical and practical 

curves are glvun but for the remainder only i-he practical 

curves are shown. Throughout at I the investigations theoretical 

and practical results agreed to within 4%, the greatest error 

occurring ·~n the steep slopes of the curves and at lo1~ flux 

denst·rles. Because of the restriction on the position of the 

train pick-up coil the measurements were restricted to heights 

of 0.20, 0.25, 0.30 and 0.35 metres above the coil. All the coils 

consisted of only one turn of wire, the rms value of current in 

the coli in each case was 100 mA. 

4.1 Investigation of Field Components from Coils Lying Flat 

on the Sleeper. 

4.1.1 Rectangular, 911 x 7", Coil. 

Figures 19 and 20 show the effect of height above the coil 

on the Bz- Y variations. These are very similar to the plots 

obtained for the original B.R. tour turn, 911 x 7" col I, as 

should be expected. One interesting fact from these curves Is 

that the curve for Z = 0,25 m. has a zero at about 0.38 m • from 

the coli centre- half way between adjacent coils- and hence 

gives a higher value of Rz. The field pattern tor the Bz- X 

variations is very similar to the above. As can bo seen from tho 

graphs, by a suitable choice of Z, one phase of the B signal can be z 

made predominant and hence lt is of use for phase comparison 

purposes. 

The By - Y variations with Z are given in figs. 21 and 22. 

This variation contains equal portions of both phases as tho 

coil Is traversed and hence is of no use for phase comparison 
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purposes. The By- X variations are similar to the Bx- Y 

variations as given in figs. 25 and 26 and as discussed below. 

The B -X variations are shown In figs. 23 and 24 and 
X 

show that, by moving from ono side of the coli to the other 

perpendicular to the direction of motion (I.e. Yl, a phaso 

change occurs. Figures 25 and 26 show the Bx - Y variation for 

positive values of X (for those curves X= 0.175 m.) and, as it 

Is of one phase only, it Is of use for phase comparison 

purposes. The same curves result for the Bx - Y variations for 

negative X but are of opposite phase. 

4.1.2 Rectangular, 9" x 4!", Coli. 

The plots of field patterns for this coli (figs. 27, 28 

and 29) are similar in shapo to those of the 9" x 711 coil. No 

curves are given for the B - Y and B - X variations but these y y 

are similar to figs. 28 and 29. 

4.1.3 Square coils- 9" x 9'1 and 4!" x 4t". 

Again the pattern of the field components are similar to 

those discussed above. As the coil ls symmetrical, the Bz- Y 

variation Is Identical with the Bz - X variation as are also 

By - Y with Bx - X and By - X ~1ith Bx - Y. Because of the 

larger dimonslons of the 911 x 911 coil the flux densities are 

higher than for the 911 x 711 coil. As with the 9" x 4!" coli, 

measurements of some values of flux densities wore not possible 

because the measuring equipment was not sensitive enough. 

However, the measurements could have been done by using a higher 

value of current and than scaling down. 
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4.1.4 Circular Coils. 

Two different diameter col Is woro examined - 9" diameter 

and 611 diameter. The field patterns obtained from these arc 

much the same as for the rectangular and square coils. Here 

again, because of symmetry, the Bz- Y variation Is identical 

with B -X B - Y with B -X and B - X with B - Y. 
Z 1 y X y X 

The Bz - Y variation for the 911 diameter coli, fig. 36, 

also gives an increased value of Rz for Z = 0.25 m. as there 

Is a zero in the field pattern at a position approximately midway 

bo~1een adjacent coils. The flux density at a given height Z 

above the cc i I Is greater than that from the 9" x 7'' eo I I and the 

circumference of the circular coil is less than the perimeter of 

the rectangular coil (23.25" compared with 32") thus representing 

a saving of over one foot of wire per four turn coil. A circular 

coli also does not have the disadvantage of sharp corners around 

which the wire is wound. The 9" diameter col I ~tould therefore 

seem to be superior to the rectangular 9" x 7" coil, the only 

disadvantage being a slight decrease in R~. 

The Bx - X and Bx - Y variations together give field 

variations suitable for phase comparison purposes as before. 

4.2 Investigation of Field Components from Tilted Coils Lying 

on the Sleeper. 

From the previous plots of components of magnetic flux 

density it can be soon how similar the field patterns are from 

rectangular and circular col Is of varying dimensions. Because 

of this similarity, only the field patterns from one size and 

shape of tilted coi I were examined- a circular coi I of 9" 
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Fig. 42 • One Arrangement for a Tilted Coil. 
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Fig. 43 • Second Arrangement for a Tilted Coil. 
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diameter (0.228 ml and consisting of a single turn of wire. 

A maximum angle of tilt of 45° <sec figs. 42 and 43) was used. 

Angles greater than this causing tho coil to protrude above 

rail head level and making it oven mora susceptible to damage 

by railway maintenance sTaff and tamping machines. For angles 

of tilt between 0° and 45° the field patterns will be intermediate 

bcn~ecn those shown for flat and tilted colts. The relevant 

theory is given In appendix 4 and shows how the new field components 

are a function of the field components from flat coils. The field 

patterns produced clearly show this property. 

Figures 44 to 48 show the field patterns for the coil 

arrangement depicted In fig. 42. Any other arrangement for the 

coil tilted at 45° results In curves the same as before but the 

axes wil I be Interchanged and some phases reversed. As the coil Is 

tilted at 45°, and Is 9'' (0.228 m) diameter, it will have a height 

above sleeper level of about 6.35'' (0.16 ml. Because of 

clearances Involved measurements of height above the centre of 

the coil wore restricted to 0.20 and 0.25 M. or heights above 

sleeper level of 0.283 and 0.333 m. rcspcctivoly. 

4.2.1 Coli Tilted as shown In Fig. 42. 

The Bz- Y variation for the coil Is shown in fig. 44, the 

Bz -X variation Is given in fig. 45. Because of the higher 

percentage of the opposite phase shown In fig. 44 this field 

component is of no use for phase comparison purposes. The By - Y 

curves are depleted on fig. 46 and again are of no use for phase 

comparison purposes. The Bx - X curves are symmetrical about the 

centre line of the coil, fig. 47, and exhibit equal areas of both 

phases. Fig. 48 shows the Bx- Y variations for X= 0.125 m. and 

this field component could be of use for phase comparison purposes. 
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Type of Coil z metres R' El' 
z X 

Rectanc;ular Coils o. '20 -19 6. 6 

9" X 7" 0.25 -76 4.2 

( 0.228 m x 0.178 m ) 0.}0 17.8 3.3 

0.35 6.7 2.5 
------ - --- - -- - -- ------ ----- ~- -- - -----

o. 20 -23 7.9 

9" X 41,_" 
"' 

0,25 -26 5. 6 

( 0. 228 m x 0,114 m ) C,30 16.5 3.2 

0.35 11 2. 5 

Square Cdls o. 20 -21.3 G. ,q 

9" X 9" 0.25 -92 4.2 

( 0.228 m x 0,228 m ) 0.}0 lt:.R 2.9 

0.35 6.7 2.1 
---- ~ ------- --------

0.20 -25.5 8.2 

4~11 X 41" 
~ 

0.25 -75 5.2 
( 0.114 m x 0.114 m ) o. 30 ?C. 3 3.4 

C.35 13.5 2.~ 

Circular Coils o. 20 -2C.4 6.4 

9" diameter 0.25 App. oo 4.3 

( 0.228 m dia. ) 0.}0 16.2 3.3 

0.35 8.3 2.4 

----- -~ 

0.20 -26.5 7.6 

6" diameter 0.25 -40 tJ.7 

( 0.152 m dia. ) O.}C 37 3.3 

- 0.35 12 2.4 

Table 3 • Variation of R' and R' 1-d th lliffPrent Pick-z X 

Up Heic;hts and Various Coil Dimensions. 
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4.2.2 Col I Tilted os silown in Fig. 43. 

Figure 45 no11 represents tho B - Y varintlons and Is z 
similar to the Bz - Y curves obtained for a flat col I. These 

curves could be used for phase comparison purposes. Fig. 47 

gives the By- Y variations for this arrangwont of coil and ore 

of no uso for phase comparison. Fig. 46 represents the Bx X 

variations <Y = 0). 

4.3 A Method for Increasing the Information Capacity of a 

Telegram Coil. 

From the above Investigations n possible method emerges of 

obtaIning two bits of binary I nformnt I on from n to I egram eo i I 

simultaneously. To facilitate the explanation the curves In Fig. 

49 have boon drawn and are representative of the curves obtained 

for the coils examined in section 4.1. The following is also 

applicable to some of the field components obtained from a tilted 

coil. 

Because of the Inherent nature of the B - Y variations it 
y 

Is of no use for phase compnrlson purposes. This field component 

could be of use for error detection on the B field component -z 
If Bz changes phase the By component reversoslts phase sequence. 

The Bz - Y variation and the vnriation of Bx - Y with X are 

suitable for phase comparison purposes and conveying two 

Independent bits of information simultaneously. 

The Bz variation with Y or X Is simi far and Is predomlnnntly 

of one phase, hence conveying only one bit of Information. The 

Bx - X variation reverses phase mid1tny across the col I - flg.49(b) 

-and results in the Bx- Y variation shown in fig. 49(c) for 
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positive values of X. For negative values of X the phase is 

reversed. Hence, depending on vrh I eh sI de of the eo I I is being 

considered, for ono phase of thu Bz field, two possibilities 

exist for the Bx component, thus g i vI n9 t110 i ndepondent bits of 

information (see figs. 49(a} and (b) }. This same situation 

arises if the pick-up trajectory remains the same and the coil 

is moved laterally - sec fig. 50. If the coi I Is no11 11ound in 

the opposite sense, or turned over, both 8 and 8 arc reversed 
Z X 

In phase. Some form of truth table Is therefore required to 

determine the bits of Information to be picked up -this is 

discussed In chapter i. The Bx field Is slightly weaker than the 

Bz field and hence it Is desirable to work at or near the maximum 

of this field. Unfortunately the ~aximum of this field occurs on 

the steep sides of the B field, ony lateral movement will z 

therefore produce a largo variation of the induced voltage from 

Bz and may prove to be a limitation of this system. 

There arc four other possible restrictions on this system, 

namely :-

(1} the vortical movement of the train-borne aerial 

(2} the lateral displacement of the telegram coil to achieve this 

system 

(3} the values of Rz and Rx, and 

(4} the interference of the parallel wires on the coils and 

vice versa. 

Limitation (I} is not considered hero for these largo coils 

because the restrictions Imposed by (2}, (3} and (4} make this 

version of the system impossible. 
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4.3.1 Lateral Displacement Required by the Telegram Coils. 

From the curves for the Bx - X variations it can be seen that 

the maxima are closer to the centre of the coil the lower the pick

up height (i.e. Zl. A condition imposed by the Railway 

Authorities is that in the area between the rai Is the pick-up 

must be at least one foot (0.30 m.l above sleeper level (see 

section 1.2)- this then represents the first limitation. The 

maximum of the Bx field at this height, for the coils examined, 

lies about 0.175 m. from the centre of the coil -for tho system 

proposed the coils must be symmetrical about the pick-up 

trajectory and thus requires coli centres to bo 0.35 m. apart. 

This Immediately poses problems because there must be at least 

half a col I width bet1~een the col I centre and the edge of the rail 

chair; this distance Is about 0.11 m. The coil will also extend 

beyond the position of the other coil centre by the same amount, 

thus requiring some 0.57 m. of space on the sleeper, but there is 

only 0.55 m. between the track centre and tho edgo of tho rail 

chair- seo fig. 51. Hence, for the parallel 1~ires 0,30 m. apart 

and offset from the centre of the track, it Is physically 

Impossible to Insert this arrangement between rails. Smaller 

coils could be used with increased nuMbers of turns but for the 

pick-up at 0.30 m. above sleeper level the inductance of these 

smaller coils would make the system prohibitive. Another possibility 

would be the use of narrower parallel wires. 

4.3.2 Limitations Imposed by R'z and R~. 

As can be seen from table 3, tho values of R~ and R~ improve 

with decreasing Z, but the minimum value of Z between the rails is 

already fixed. The values of R~ are tolerable at this height but 



'ryre of con L ~--'H JC ( ;:q '·'' .,' . ' 

Rectaneular 9" X 7" 1.3 0. :;:.· ~ 

9" X 4}" 1.1 c.?;' 

s~:uare 9" X 9" 1.4 r.:e6 

4}" X 4 tu C.95 C.l7 

Gircular 9" dia. 1.2 (' .• 22 

6" dia. ('.95 C.17 

Table 4. Inductance and Reactance of 3incle Turn 

Coils Used • 

• 

' 
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those tor R~ would restrict the dynamic range to such an extant 

as to make the system Impracticable. 

4.3.3 I ntertorenco from the Parallel ~/I ros. 

Because of tho position of tho Bx maxima and the size of 

the coils, the pick-up trajectory would have to boat about 0.26 m 

from the centre line of tho track, or about 0.40 m. from the 

centre of tho para I lei wires If offset. Care would have to be 

taken with the Interference of the parallel wires on the coli 

field and vlco versa. The interference at 0.40 m. from the 

centre of the parallel wires is greatest on the Bx field component 

-see figs. 53 and 54. The percentage Interference of the parallel 

wires on the coli fields can be reduced by Increasing tho number 

of turns on the coli, but this then Increases the Interference of 

the col is on the parallel wiro fields- no compromise being 

possible. British Rail have also mentioned that the parallel 

wires may well have to run symmetrically about the centre of the 

track, thus rendering this method not feasible with largo telegram 

coils. By having the parallel wires in the centre of the track, 

only one pick-up coli Is required for them whether the locornctive 

becomes reversed or not. 

if only one field component from the coli was used-

Bz- then lt might be possible to place the coli contra at the 

point of zero vertical field from the parallel wires to partially 

eliminate Interference. it would aleo be possible, for this field 

component, to food some of the parallel wire signal to the signal , 
picked up from the telegram coils to cancel the Interference. if . 
two signals are picked up simultaneously it is ~csslble elso to 

effect this cancellation with the B signal. 
X 



Fig. 52. Photograph o~ the Large Telegram Coils Used. 
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4.4 Tilted Coils. 

V/hon tilted coils are used only one field component Is 

suitable for phase comparison and hence there is no advantage 

In using them. Flat coils are also to be preferred. 

4.5 Conclusions. 

Because of the above limitations on the Bx field for 

receiving two bits of binary information simultaneously by a 

moving train from large telegram colls,a practical system is not 

feasible. The work In this chapter indicates that smaller evils 

will produce higher values of R~ and R~, but will have a higher 

inductance, and provides the basis for the work In tho next 

chapter. The use of narrower parallel wires would also be 

advantageous in reducing Interference on tho col I fields. 
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5. Sf~ALLER COILS AND THEIR APPLICATION IN A PRACTICAL SYSTEM. 

Because of the serious limitations on the system described 

In the previous chapter and the trend, exhibited in table 3, of 

R~ and R~ incn3f:sing with smal I er col Is and reduced valuos of 

pick-up height, a system exploiting these features might be 

feasible. Unfortunately, to obtain a given flux density with 

smaller coils, more turns are needed on the coil and hence the 

inductan~e of the coil Increases. Using the values of flux 

density in the original B.R. system as a guide, then a flux 

-7 density of about 10 Tesla should be produced at the pick-up 

height used, with a coil current of about 100 mA (rms). The 

inductance Is required to be kept to a minimum as it represents 

a lump loading of the transmission line feeding lt, thus causing 

reflections which might upset the system. The higher frequencies 

will be attenuated more and a higher sending end voltage will be 

required to achieve the same coil current. An additional 

requirement when using smal I er col Is, associated with the 

Inductance problem, Is the need to use reduced pick-up heights. 

This requirement would mean that the telegram coils would have 

to be placed somewhere other than between the rails because of 

the restrictions imposed there on the pick-up height. There are 

two possibilities here:-

(I) the coils staggered about the rail foot (figs. 55 and 56) or 

(2) the coils both on the outside of the rail (fig. 55). 

The use of coils staggered about the rail on the sleeper is not 

possible because of the area required by the rail chair. Above 

the rail the pick-up coil could come theoretically down to rail 

head I eve I but a 11 o~1ance must be made for ~1hee I wear, ra I I wear 
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and bounce and pitch of the locomotive bogie. To be able to 

pick up signals from telegram coils situated outside the rails 

the pick-up coil assembly would have to protrude from the side 

of the locomotive and in this position would violate the 

loading gauge. Also, in this position, the use of reduced pick

up heights Is prohibited. Because of these restrictions tho 

use of telegram coils In this position Is no longer considered. 

With the eo 11 s on the ra 11 foot they must lie who 11 y within the 

confines of the rail (soe fig. 56) so as not to Interfere with 

tamping operations. The maximum l~idth of the coil (not including 

encapsulation) is therefore 2" (0.051 m). If the col I is 

adjacent to a rai I fastening (or chair) it might have to be oven 

narr01~or, but this pos I tl on is best avoided. SIted thus, the 

telegram coil does not have to be opposite a sleeper and Is far 

I ass p rono to damage by 'permanent way gangs' or trespassers. 

Because of wheel and rail wear a minimum distance of the telegram 

coil below rail head level (when now) must be sot. For the work 

described In this chapter depths of 311 (0.075 m) and 2!" (0.063 m) 

were used. This Is made up from!" rail wear, i" tyre wear and 

about I~" for the 1;hoe I f I ange, but assuming the f I ange is 

turned down as the tyro wears. With the coils In this position, 

the pick-up col I would have to run symmetrically along the centre 

line of the rail. 

Both circular and rectangular coils were examined remote 

from the steel rail. The most promising were then examined on 

the rail foot, the determining factors being:-

(1) the manner in which the steel rail distorts the field of 

the telegram coil, and 

(2) the change in Impedance of the coil, if any. 
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Both theoretical and practical results are available for the 

col Is remote from the rail but for the coils on the rai I foot 

only practical results are available because of the difficulty 

in analysing the situation mathematically. 

5.1 Circular Bobbin Coils Remote from the Rail. 

Two different sizes of col I wore examined - P' (0.025 m) 

and 2" C0.051 m) diameter. Both coils wore wound with the same 

number of distributed turns (i.e. 34). The method of calculation 

of the field components Is shown in appendix 5. The shapes of 

the field patterns are very similar to those obtained in the 

previous chapter and the same method for extracting two bits of 

information applies. The maximum of the Bx field at a given 

height has also moved closer to the centre of the coil. The 

smaller bobbin coil with 34 turns does not produce a high enough 

flux density to be of use. This value of field could be doubled 

by using twice the number of turns but the inductance would go up 

by a factor of four and the reactance at 29 kHz would then be 

about IOn. Sufficient flux density can be obtained from the 2" 

diameter coil but the reactance of this Is again high- 911. lt 

~1ou Id therefore seem that a somewhat I onger eo i I wou Id afford a 

better flux density to Inductance ratio. Smaller coils do 

exhibit larger values of R~ and R~ (sec table 5) and justifies 

their examination. 

5.2 Rectangular Coils Remote from the Rail. 

T~to different sizes of roctangu I ar eo i I were examIned -

4" x 211 (0.102 m. x 0.051 m.l and 6" x 2" (0.153 m. x 0.051 m.) 

but with different numbers of turns (12 and 10 respectively). 
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Type of Coil z metres RI R:r z 

Bobbin Cnlc 20 -30.5 2C 

1" dia. 34 tur~1G 25 -30.0 12. I 

( 0.025 m C:ia. ) 30 -30.0 6. 5 

-- -

2" dia. 34 turns 20 -~4 ~-.::::o 

( 0.051 m die.. ) 25 -29 12.) 

30 App. oo G. 5 

Rectan,~lar Coils 15 -27.3 "r, 

4" X 2" 12 Lurns 20 -24 u 
( 0.102 m x 0.051 m ) 25 -33 7-~ 

6" X 2" 10 turn a 15 -20.5 24 

( 0.152 In X 0.051 m ) 20 -1 '1, 5 1:.5 

25 -30 (,,[' 

• 

Table 5· Variation of R 1 and R 1 ~>ith Z for Smnll l.ul ti-tu-rn 
Z X 

Coil::;, (Those arc the 11orst values for sleeper spaci nt=), 
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This 1~as to g l vo approx l mat cl y the same va I uos of f I ux dons l ty 

at a given height above the coil centre. No curves wore 

obtained for the Dy - Y variations as those are of no use for 

phase comparison purposes Cas explained in the previous 

chapter). Figures 63 to 69 show the familiar forms of the 

curves for the various field components. These smal lor 

rectangular coils show improved values of R~ and R~, the values 

of R~ being better than those for the bobbin coils. The 

inductance of these coils is also lower than that of the bobbin 

-7 coils (see table 6) to obtain a flux density of 10 Tosla at a 

given height with a coli current of 100 mA Crmsl. From the 

measurements taken, these coils exhibit a larger dynamic range 

than the original four turn 911 x 7" coils, Figure 66 Is 

included to show the error introduced for these coils when 

considering them as lumped windings rather than distributed 

wlndings. In the analysis here they are taken as distributed 

windings. 

5,3 Rectangular Coils on the Rail Foot. 

The above resu Its show that the sma 11 or roctangu I ar eo i Is 

have a far better performance than the bobbIn eo i Is and hence the 

following investigation as to their suitabll ity for use on the 

rail foot was carried out. 

From the previous work it appears that the Bx field is the 

most I imitlng 1~lth respect to R~ and the closer the telegram 

coil is to the pick-up, the better is this ratio. To obtain the 

required flux density the pick-up should be reasonably close to 

the telegram coil and, for the coil rornoto from the steel rail, 

this distance Is about 0.15 m. Although, as stated previously, 
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the pick-up could, theoretically, come down to rail head level 

some clearance must be allowed for bogie pitching and bouncing 

and smull objects on the track- a minimum clearance of 2" 

(0,05 m) is therefore suggested by British Rail. For a pick

up height above the ra i I head of I css them 4'' (0.0 I m) the 

pick-up assembly would have to be spoclolly engineered so as 

not to exceed the restrictions imposed by the special guard 

rails used over viaducts to prevent derailments. The system 

should also be able to tolerate a lateral movement of 

approxl mate I y :!: I" (!: 0.025 m) about the centre I i no of the 

rail for the pick-up coils attached to the bogie. 

Initial investigations were confined to the determination 

of what would seem the optimum position of the telegram cell 

below rail head level und the range of heights for the pick-up 

coli above rail head to encounter suitable values of flux density. 

it also helped to show which size of coil was the best choice. 

The telegram coils were mounted on wooden blocks attached to the 

rail foot. 

5.3.1 Initial Investigations. 

Three values of depth of the telegram coil below rail head 

level were examinee - 6.25, 7.5 and 10 ems. A Jaterul 

variation of:!: 2.5 ems was assumed about the centre lino of the 

rail and a pick-up height range of 5 ems to 12.5 ems above rail 

head level (i .c. 2" to 5") was used. ~leasuromonts were carried 

out on both the Bz and Bx fields for both coils and the results 

can be seen in figs. 72 to 75. From these graphs, to obtain a 

reasonable flux density over a given pick-up height range, (i.e. 

-7 about 10 Tesla~ the telegram coil should bo ben~een 6.25 and 
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Type of Coil Size R.n. L ,...!! XT (02~Hz) 

Bobbin Coil 1" dia. 0.076 15 2.7 

2" dia. 0.155 50 9.1 

Rectangular 4" X 201 0.256 25.1 4.6 

Coilo 601 X 2" - 27.5 ~ 
/ 

:l.cctangular 4" X 2" - 27.5 5 
Coils ( ~;i th 

connecting leads) 6" X 2" o. 175 30 5· 5 

* on the rail foo 601 X 201 o. 375 29 5.3 

Table 6. Inductnnce, Resistance and Reacta.nce of Sna.ll 

Circula.r and Hcctane;ular Co1ls Remote from the Rail. 

Depth bclou rail 
Type of Coil Size read level - dcm. R" R" 

z 

Rectangular 6" X 2" 7.5 -7.4 -23 

6.25 -7.4 -11 •. 5 

•• 4" X 2" 7·5 -l.l.7 -25 

. 6.25 ' -7.8 -10 

' 

Table 7. Variation of R" and R" for the Teleeram Coils on 
Z X 

the Hail Foot uith Depth of Tela gra.m Coil Belo>~ Rail Head 

Level. 
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7.5 ems below rai I head level (for both coi lsl but the 6" x 2" 

coli giving the higher values of flux d0nsity. The magnitude 

of Bx would also appear to be a limiting factor. The best 

range of pick-up heIght wou Id appear to be bot1·•eon 5 and I 0 ems 

above the rail head <Z
0

l providing the fall off in Bx at Z
0 

= 

10 ems can be tolerated (fig. 73). 

5. 3. 2 .:.V:;.a:...r:...i a::.t:...i:..:o:;.n:....:o.:.f...:..:.R' R' with Latora I D i sp I acomont X and Z • z' 
An examination of the Bz - Y and Bx - Y variations for both 

coils was carried out and the results are shown in figs. 76 to 

79, (a) and (b), for the telegram col I 6.25 <Jnd 7.5 ems below 

ra i I head I eve I • Readings wore obtaIned for the extreme 

variations of the Bx and Bz fields and an intermediate position 

of the pick-up assembly·- Z
0 

= 7.5 ems and X • 0 ems. The 

original definition of R' and R' Is nm1 meaningless, the 
Z X 

important ratio being that of the minimum value of field 

encountered at Y • 0 to twice the maximum value of flux density 

encountered midway between adjacent coils wound In the same sense 

- denoted by R" and the appropriate subscript. Table 7 shows 

va I ues of R" for the spacIng of the eo il s 0. 76 m (i.e. one 

sleeper spacing apart). This table gives the worst possible 

values of R", excluding interference from the parallel wires 

and neglecting noise. The values of R~ are much smaller than 

those hoped for, but the values of R~ are encouraging. lt 

would therefore seem that, as the pick-up height cannot be 

varied much, the telegram coils must be spaced differently or 

some compensation may be obtainable by suitable arrangement of 

the pick-up assembly, or both. On increasing the spacing of the 

telegram coils to I metro the values obtained In Table 8 result. 



Type of Coil Size d ems R" R" 
z X 

Rectangular 6" X 211 7·5 -14.5 -211.6 

6.25 -lt1• 4 -21.2 

4" X 2" 7·5 -14.2 -23.8 

6.25 -15.9 -17.3 
~ 

'1'able 8. Values of R" and R" for a Coil Spacing of 1 metre. 
Z X 
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These values for R~ and R~ look far more promising and would 

seem to represent a practical system. One interesting fact, 

with the steel rail present, is tho reversal, away from the 

coli, of phase of the Bx field component; this Is duo presumably 

to the distortion of the field by the stool rail. 

5.4 Coil Impedance on the Rail Foot. 

Placing the col I on the rai I foot, together with its 

connecting wire, a small decrease In the reactance of the coli 

Is observed - see table 6 for the actual values. Although it 

Is on I y a sma I I percentage change, for .s f>(toc.n co i Is it 

represents a change of about 3 ohms. total. This decrease is 

duo to the distortion of the flux passing through the coil by the 

presence of the steel rail. 

5.5 Conclusions. 

The reception of two bits of information simultaneously 

is certainly feasible but the vortical and horizontal movement 

of the pick-up assembly may prove to boa limiting factor. By 

using the coils on the rail foot, duo to distortion of the stool 

rail, a slight increase in flux density is obtained. The use of 

the te I egram col Is 6.25 ems. be low ra i I head I eve I a I so gives 

higher values of flux density. 
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6. THE TRAIN PICK-UP COILS. 

The signals transmitted from the track coils must be 

received by the train and honco soma form of train-borne aerial 

Is needed. The magnetic fields usc.d are v1eak Uoss than 10-6 

Teslal and the use of high permeability material for the aerial 

is therefore des I rab I e. The Introduction of a magnet! c 

material in the pick-up coil makes it possible to concontr3te 

through the coil the magnetic flux from a larger area, thus 

reducing the size of tho loop needed and producing a higher 

induced emf; the obvious choice for the magnetic material in 

this case is a ferrite rod. The Increase in flux I inlmgGs 1-1hich 

result, when a ferrite rod is used, is a strong function of the 

geometry of the core (sec reference <I l, cy I i ndors ~~I th a re I at i vo I y 

large length to diameter ratio yielding a larger increase in the 

flux passing through the receiving col 1. By increasing the 

flux passing through the coil, a higher induced emf is produced 

and hence an effective amplification is obtained. The ratio of 

the emf Induced with the rod present to that without the rod is 

referred to as the effective permeability- ~off' This is not 

the same as tho initial p0rmeabi llty of the maturial (sec 

reference 10). The parameter ~cff. varies almost parabollcally 

over the length of the rod, being a maximum at the centre, for 

the rod in a uniform field. Hence, thoro Is an optimum position 

for the coil on tho rod (sec reference Ill. The maximum value 

for the flux density to ko0p the ferrite on the linear portion 

of its B- H curve is about 0.15 Tesla and, for the flux 

densities used in this communication system, thoro Is no 

likelihood of saturation occurring. 
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In the original British Rai I system e single vertical rod 

was used above th0 coils. This was a red 3.2'' long by 9/16" 

diameter (eg FX 1183) wound with 108 turns nearer tho 

'receiving' end of 28 swg enamel led copper wlr0. lt had an 

Inductance of 600 ~H. 

As specific field components nre to be received, the picl<

up system is required to be directional. Tests wore carried 

out with various grad0s of red with different length to 

diameter ratios in a uniform field to see If the 'reception' 

pattern of tho aortal could easily bo made directional. An 

examination of a red in a non-uniform field w<:Js also carried 

out. Finally an Investigation was made into the us0 of two 

perpendicular rods for receiving two field components 

simultaneously. 

6.1 ExaMination of Ferrite Rods in a Uniform Field. 

Various grades of ferrite rod wore used and fig. 80 gives 

an indication of their properties. The types of rod supplied 

wor0 ·-

1/4'' diameter F8 

3/8" diameter 

1/2" diameter 

10 mm diameter 

F8A 

F8 

Fll 

Straight Rods 

Fluted 

Two types of eo 11 wer0 used on the rods ·

(I) a singl0 layer 100 turn coil, and 

(2) a single layer coil -50 turns per layer. 

To obtain a uniform field a Helmhoitz Coil arrangement 11as used. 

This consists of two coils of equal diameter separated by a 

distance equal to the radius of the coils. The field In th0 
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contra is found to bo uniform and of ono direction (son 

Appendix 6 for the relevant theory), Figure 81 shows a 

photograph of the Holmholtz Coils und the turntable used for 

rotating the pick-up coils, The coils wore 30" (0,76 ml 

d i amoter, the turn tab I e 11!" <0.28 ml and ea I i brated ovary 

10° (see fig, 82), A computer program was run to evaluate 

the field between tho Helmholtz Coils and showed that within 

an area of approximately 0.10 m. radius from the centre of 

them a variation of flux density of less than 1% occurred and, 

for al I practical purposes, this field can bo assumed uniform. 

From Appendix 6 the flux density at the centre of the Helmholtz 

Coil arrangement is given by:-

whore 

llo = 

Bz = 4v0 d2 ! Tosla 

,f (5d2)3 

-7 
41T X 10 ~lb/A-m 

d radius of the coils = 0.191 m. 

I = coil current in amperes. 

From the above equation any desired value of Bz can be obtained. 

Various ferrite rods v1ero used with the two types of coil 

and figs. 83 to 87 are representative of their 'reception' 

patterns. Those curves show the normalised induced signal with 

angle of rotation of rod to the mngnetlc field. The norrrclised 

signal Is the ratio of the induced signal at some angle 0 (see 

fig, 82) to the maximum induced signal, A plot for an air-cored 

coil is also sho~m. 
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The 'reception' pattern of tho rods and the coil have a 

figure of eight pattern- i.e. the induced signal Is proportional 

to Cos e. The pattern does not scorn to vary with the length/ 

diameter ratio of the rod, the type of coil used or the position 

of the eo i I on the rod. Tho maxi mum induced emf in the eo i I was 

observed to be 1~hen the coil lt:JS symmetrically plnced about the 

centre of the rod. The method of measurement is depicted in 

fig. 89. A frequency of 29 kHz was used throughout the tests. 

To obtain two bits of information simultaneously from a 

telegram coil, n ferrite rod aerial is required tor each field 

component and the pick-up coils must run symmetrically about the 

centre line of the rail -this is because the coils ore 

stnggered about this line. As the Bx field Is the weakest, the 

pick-up coil for this component should bo closest to the 

telegram col I and hence an arrangement for the aerial :JS shown 

In figs. 90 and 93 is required. 

A test was carried out in the Helmholtz Coils to find the 

mutual interaction affects between two rods placed perpendicularly 

ns In fig. 90. Figures 91 and 92 show the results and the 

pnttorns ore still of the familiar figure of eight shape. From the 

practical readings taken thoro was only a smal I change between 

the values of the Induced emfs in the rods by themselves and the 

omts induced in the rods when in an Inverted 'T' configuration. 

From the measurements recorded the i·' rod (F8AJ se-emed to have a 

higher value of uett• than the other grades of rod, but otherwise 

it had no outstanding advantages. 





'~ -. •)? 



Fig. 9) . PhotJgraph of the Pick- up Coil Assecbly ( Arr~ng m nt ~ 1 

and Posi. t i on of the 'l'elegram Coil on the Rail Foot . 
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6.2 Tests in a Non-Uniform Field. 

An examination of a single rod in the non-uniform field of 

a 6'1 x 2" rectangular coil on the rai: foot ytoldod tho curves 

shown in figs. 94 and 95. It was found thnt thoro vms a 

position of the coil on the rod which produced a maximum 

Induced omf - this 11as towards the end nearest to tho telegram 

colt. This is because ~eff of the rod varies almost 

parabolically in o uniform field but when placed In a non-uniform 

field, such that the flux density ot one end of the rod is 

greater than at the other end, tho position of tho m<Jxlmum 

effective permeability will shift towards the stronger field. 

The effect of having two pick-up coils placed close together 

(as in figs. 90 and 93) was also examined. Two rods of FSA 

material <11" dia. x 2 h" l were each wound with 100 turns of 

28 sv1g enamo 11 ed copper wire. The i nducod omf in each coi I was 

passed to a tuned amplifier, the output of which was fed to a 

valve voltmeter. Figures 94 and 95 also show the proximity 

effects of the ferrite rods, the Bx field being affected the 

least. No tests v1ere c<Jrried out hero on the reception patterns 

of the rods in a non-uniform field as the fields from the 

telegram coils were not uni-directional and hence the reception 

pattern does not have much moaning. 

6.3 Conclusions. 

From the investigations carried out In this chapter it can 

be seen that the reception patterns of rods in an Inverted 'T' 

configuration are not significantly different to those from 

single rods. lt v1ould appear, also, that it Is not easy to 
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alter the reception putterns of ferrite rods. The induced omf 

from coils In an inverted 'T' configuration neur tho maximum 

field from a telegram coil is increased and hence provides 

slightly higher values of R~ and R~. 
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7. A MODEL OF THE SYSTEM.i\i'!D DISCUSSION 

To provide a practical demonstration of the proposed system 

a third scale model 1~as built. This consisted ot a section ot 

scale track, ten toot long, and a smal I truck. The telegram 

coil and parallel wlrG dimensions were scaled down (see appendix 

7) as also were the pick-up coils. Figure 96 sho~ts a general 

view of the system, 1~hllst the toll01~ing photograph shows details 

ot the telegram and pick-up coils used. 

The electronic apparatus on thG train was required to do 

two things :-

(1) effect a phase comparison at the received signals and give 

a visual indication ot the bits at Information being picked up 

simultaneously, and 

(2} store the received message and also give o visual roadout 

ot the store. 

7.1 The Receiving r,mplltiGrs and Phase Comparison. 

Figure 98 sho11s a bloc!< diagram of the system to fulfi I 

requirement (ll. The signal tram the parallel wires and the two 

signals from the telegram cells were first of all amplified In a 

tuned stage- t
0 

=29kHz. The signals were then amplified 

again so that the amplifiers were overdriven, thus producing an 

approximate square wavG. A threshold device ~tas also required 

to determ I no ~thether a to I egram eo I I 11as being traversed - thIs 

11as achieved by rectifying the received signal and applying the 

resulting d.c. level to a Schmltt trigger circuit. The 

threshold level at this circuit 1~as determined by the 

potentlometer connected to the base at T6 (see tlg. 99). 
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The signal from the telegram coil, the signal from tho 

parallel wires and the output of tho threshold circuit \~ere 

fed to AND gates as shown in fig. 98, <The 1\ND gates were 

made up from i nvertors and NOR gates l. If a 11 three signa Is 

wore present, and the telegram col I signal was in phose with 

the parallel wire field, then the gate 11euld have operated and 

a 'I' would have been shown on the display panel, the inverted 

signal to the other gate making it Inoperative. If the signals 

were out of phase then the f,NO gate 11ith the inverted signal 

would have operoted and a 'O' 11ould have resulted. To 

simplify the logic for laying the cells the Bx signal could be 

compared wIth the Bz signa I and hence a SI~ itch, SVII , was 

included to shell this principle (for a more detailed 

discussion see section 7,4 In this chapter). Some 

trouble was encountered with the mark to space ratio of the 

supposed square waves and the .'\NO gates. The potentlometer In 

the emitter circuit of T3 was included to c;hange Its operating 

point and to give some control over this ratio and hence 

minimise the spikes appearing at the output of the inoperative 

AND gate. 

7.2 The Telegram Message Store and Its Visual Display. 

For the second requirement of the receiving equipment some 

form of store was required Into ~ihlch the received Information 

could be fed. Two stores were required -one for the Bz signal 

ond the other for the Bx signal. The obvious choice for these 

stores was shift registers. To be able to feed the information 

Into shift reg i star three sIgna Is were required ·-



Amplifier and Sine to Square 
Wave Converter 

Threshold Detector 

Fig. 99. 

'l'l 
rnn 

Circuit Diagram of Train Receiver Unit, shoving Sine-Square 
Wave Converter and Threshold Detector. 

\0 K4. 
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<I> a two level signal representing Bz 

(2) a two level signal representing Bx' and 

(3) a clock pulse to causa the above Information to be read 

Into the store. 

The first two signals ware obtained by rectifying the Input signal 

to a lamp driver of the Instantaneous display. For the model a 

lamp driver for a 'I' was used but ono for a 10 1 would have sufficed 

- the logic being reversed, This d.c. level was sampled by the 

clock pulse and at the same time fed Into the store. Tho clock 

pulse appeared a short tlmo after the lamp drivers had operated 

so that the capacitors In the rectifying circuits had time to 

charge up. The clock pulse was obtained by differentiating the 

output of the Schmltt trigger, using an Invertor to buffer lt 

and to clip the negative going pulse of this signal. The 

resulting Inverted signal was fed to a monostablo In order to 

produce tho delayed clock pulse. Figure 100 shows a block 

diagram of this system. The outputs of the shift registers wore 

taken via buffers to lamp drivers to give a visual lndlcatlon,of 

tho message stores. For this display a lighted lamp Indicates 

a 1 11 and a 10 1 Is shown by an extinguished lamp. 

7.3 Reduction of Telegram Coli length 

From the Investigations described In this thesis, I+ would 

appear that only two Independent bits of Information can be 

dorlvod from one telegram coli In this type of Inductive loop 

system. 

telegram 

However, lt Is possible to reduce the length of the 
~I 

furthe~ butA~dlng the same number of colts. 

As the coils arc to be staggered about the rail foot, 

thoro would seem to be no reason why four signals should not 
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bo picked up simultaneously by having a coli on the foot of 

each rail. The locomotive or train must have pick-ups each 

side for the telegram colts In case lt gets turned round, 

therefore why not use both of them all the time? lt would 

probably be necessary to connect a switch to the train controller 

so that tho pick-up connections can bo reversed If the locomotive 

becomes reversed but this would seem to represent no serious 

problem. The electronics In the receiver unit would have to be 

slightly more complex as four, Instead of two, signals would be 

received In parallel and may then have to be converted to a 

serial output for the train-borne computer. If sleeper spacing 

Is used (0.76 m) for this system, then the telegram length will 

have been reduced by a quarter, but for one metro spacing lt will 

have been reduced by a third - both spaclngs giving good 

reductions In the physical length of the telegram. For this 

system lt might be more convenient for several coils to be 

connected to a single common connection to the parallel wires. 

In any case a system run from both sides of the parallel wires 

helps to keep the lino electrically balanced. This would case 

the problems of feeding the lino. 

7.4 Logic for the Telegram Coils 

When picking up two bits of Information from a telegram 

coli, and assuming that the 'Z' signal Is always compared with 

the parallel wires, two ways of evaluating the 'X' signal exist. 

Those are :-

(I) comparing the 'X' signal 11lth the parallel wire signal, or 

(2) comparing the 'X' signal with tho 'Z' signal. 



(1) 

L.H. S. 

J<'ia. 101. Line::: of l•'luc: 'l'hroc~c;h the Centre of n. Coil c.nd the 

Direction of the Induced Emf. 

X 
z L.H.S. R.II.~">. 

A A B 

B B A 

FiG• 10;1.. Truth •rablc for Both Sicnals Compared \fi th 

the Parallel Hires. 
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Assuming the coils to be always wound and connected to the 

amplifiers In the same manner, the following discussion holds. 

If not, some signals will bo reversed by 180° and the following 

Is Invalid. Consider the flux linos around the coli as shown 

In flg. 101 at a given Instant In time. If the pick-up Is kept 

as shown and moved from the right hand side of the coli to the 

left hand sldo a phase change will occur In the Induced emf. 

Assumo also that end (2) of the rod Is always nearest to the 

truck for picking up the Bz field. Let A represent a signal In 

phase with Its reference and lot B be out of phase with the 

reference signal. If both the 'X' and 1Z1 signals are compared 

with the parallel wires then tho truth table In figure 108 holds. 

If, on the other hand, 1Z1 Is compared with the parallel wires 

and 1X1 Is compared with 1Z1 the truth table In fig. 103 holds. 

From fig. 102 lt can be seen that on turning the telegram coli 

over, for both signals compared with the parallel wires, not 

only does Bz change phase but Bx also changes. This would 

therefore require some skill when laying the calls In order to 

got the logic correct. If Bz Is compared with the parallel 

wires and Bx then compared with the Bz field, the In-phase or 

out-of-phase signal from Bx Is always on the same side of the 

coli whether Bz Is reversed or not (see the truth table In fig. 

103). This second mothod of determining the logic would therefore 

seem to be easier for both a designer and the person laying the 

coils. 

7.5 Interference from the Parallel Wires 

Throughout the work In chapter 5 no quantitative results 

have been given for the Interference of the parallel wires on 



~~~~-- --- ----

X 
z L.H.S. R.H.S. 

A A B 

B A B 

Fie. 103. Truth Table for the 'Z' Sienal Co:npared 11ith the 

Parallel lfirea and the 'X' Signal Compared with the 'Z' Signal • 

• 
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the coli fields. This Is because thoro is the possibility of 

tho parallel wires being placed closer together to koop 

encapsulation costs down, the final separation distance not 

having boon decided yet. Vlith decreasing separation of the 

parallel wires, the lnterforonco from them will decrease (soo 

figs. 53 and 54). Thoro Is also another possible method of 

decreasing the Interference from the parallel wires. This Is by 

subtracting or adding a given portion of the parallel wire signal, 

of the correct phase, to the telegram colt signals. This will 

ldoolty give complete cancellation of the Interference at only 

ono position of the plck-u? assembly, except for cases of field 

distortion duo to metal such as cross over rails and A.W.S. 

magnets, but wit I give partial cancellation at other positions of 

the pick-up assembly (due to vortical and horizontal movement 

of the train). This cancellation should be nearly complete because 

of the small changes In field strength from the parallel wires 

with distance at this position, For the Bz field of the telegram 

coli a fraction of tho signal over tho centre line of tho parallel 

wires must be added to it - due to a change In the phase of the 

parallel wire field whore the telegram colt occurs. For the Bx 

flold a different fraction of the signal picked up over the 

centre lino of the parallel wires must bo subtracted from lt. 

7.6 Vertlc~l and Horizontal Movements of the Pick-Up Assembly 

Ono disadvantage of this system Is the largo variations of 

Induced signal In the pick-ups due to horizontal and vertical 

movements of the traIn. lt \'IOU Id appear, from measurements taken 

In Chapter 5, that a horizontal movement cf!. I" <.:: 0.025 m) and 

a vortical movement of + I" (+ 0.025 m) can be tolerated with a 
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6" x 2" coli on the rail toot and preferably 2!" (0.0625 m) 

below rail head level. The Bx field Is the most limiting 

component - see fig. 73. At the extreme position of the pick-up 

-7 assembly, values of flux density of less than 10 Testa occur 

adjacent to the centre of the telegram coli (at Z
0 

A 10 ems and 

X a +2.5 ems). The values of Bz are all greater than 10-7 

Tesla tor the pl~k-up assembly movements considered. lt would 

also appear from chapter 5 that lt Is advantageous to Increase 

the coli spacing to ono metro to give higher values of R~ and 

R~ and hence produce a larger dynamic range of the system, 

The 29 kHz signal picked up Is also modulated by various 

trequonclos, the phase comparison being effected over the 

frequency range 29 kHz!. 3.3 kHz. The rrodulatlons represent the 

aspects of the signals ahead of the train. Fortunately, the 

carrier Is frequency modulated so that the excursions of the 

pick-up assembly duo to train movement, which represents an 

amplitude modulation of the received signal, should In no way 

Interfere with the phase comparison. The large variations can 

also be clipped to give ~n approximately constant amplitude 

output when over a tolegr~m coli. 

7.7 Fixing of the Pick-Up Assembly 

With the telegram coils on the rail foot the pick-up 

assembly requires to bo mounted on the train so that lt Is 

normally about 3" (0,075 m) above the rail head. The obvious 

place for this would seem to be the wheel guard In front of the 

loading wheel of the train which comes down to within about two 

I nchos of the ra I I head. However, from fIgures quoted by 

British Rail, lt might appear that the movement expected hare 
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Is too great for this system - mainly because of tho Southern 

Region Eloctro-Dlesels. On the other hond lt may bo possible 

to place the tolegroms whore these largo excursions of the 

pick-up assembly arc unlll\oly to occur. Altornatlvoly, lt may 

be necessary to hove a bracket spoclolly fabricated so that the 

pick-up assembly can be fixed adjacent to the boglo pivot. At 

this position no bogie pitching or twisting should occur, thus 

reducing tho movement of the colts. Another possibility for 

fixing Is c:: brucket attached to the axloboxos - this l~ould glvo 

even loss movement than tho previous suggestion. 

7 .a Futuro Work 

The work still to be carried out can only really bo done 

by a practical evaluation of the system. This should Involve 

testing tho complete system In a railway environment ond will 

roqulro the building of suitable rocolvors as well as laying 

the telegram colts. The problem of connecting the telegram 

coils Into the line should also bo thoroughly oxominod. 

7.9 Conclusions 

The lnvostlgatlons In this thesis definitely show that 

lt Is possible to obtain t11o Independent bits of lnformotlon 

simultaneously from o telegram coli and hence Improve tho 

system./ Thoro arc, however, certain restrictions to overcome 
' 

but thoro would soem no very serious problems here. ~lork still 

needs to be done on various aspects of the system before o full 

onalysls Is complete and this Is described In the following 

chapters. 
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8, INTRODUCTION TO PRACTlCf,L h\JRK 

The pre~ctlcal 1~ork was divided Into t11o main sections, 

those wore :-

IJ the construction and Initial testing of equipment 

required 

2) testing of the complete system on a moving vehicle. 

The oloct~nlc oqulp~ont consisted of receivers, decoding 

logic and a parallol-serlal convertor. Because of time 

available no attempt was made to make the electronics 1fall-safe 1 • 

The Inputs to the receivers were from ferrite rod <Jerials l~hlch, 

because of their fragile nature, were encapsulated. Telegram 

coils also had to be made but those were very simple In 

construction. ThG flncll testing \~as made on a motorised 

vehicle <Wickham Trot Joy - see Fig. 104) on the test-track at 

Derby Frlargate. 

On the tests for the complete system all constraints 

suggested by the British Roll Research Department wore adhered 

to (sec page 8 and below). The telegram coils used were 611 x 2" 

(0.15m x O.OSiml, with ton turns of wire, situated 3" (0.075ml 

below rail head (new rail) giving about 1.3/16" (0,032m) 

clearance between the bottom of the rail head and the coli. 

The range of lino currents used was fromi~O mA to 300 mA <rmsl 

- this being typical of current variation In the open wire track 

conductors duo to change of lino attenuation with wonthor (see 

re foronce 12 l. 

Another problem that hod to be considered wns the 

matching of the telegram coils Into the transmission lino In 

order to provide minimum ottonuotion and reflections (mainly 
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at the higher frequencies on tho shorter sections or for all 

frequencies on the longer ones), The conductors used were twelve 
• 

Inches apart although reduction of spacing Is under consideration 

as Is also the type of truck conductor (see paga 63 for actual 

details of track conductor system used). 

8.1 Clearance Restrictions Imposed by tha Railway Loading Gaq92. 

Thesa further restrictions are concerned with clearances 

duo to guard rails (especially over viaducts) about the roll 

head. This obviously Influences the size and typa of encapsulation 

for the pick-up colts. Figure 105 gives details of the clearances 

that exIst. ThIs moans for c ferrite rod 2!" (0.0635m) long, 

plus!" <O.OI27m) for enccpsulatlon, symmetrical about the 

centre lino, clearance each way ls approximately 2!" (0,0635ml. 

\11th the rod 2" (0.051ml long, and i" (0.0127m) for encapsulation, 

clearance each way Is reduced to about 21}" (0.07ml. The pick-up 

coli and assembly should also be able to stand up to the 

following conditions on tho bogie. 

8,2 Bogie Movements 

The following sets of figures were arrived at aftor a 

discussion with rolling stock development. They can be split 

Into two sections, as follm1s :-

Vortical Movement :-

The movement here ls due to bounce and pitch of a 

locomotive bogie superimposed on wheel wear • 

Bounce 

Pitch 

Wheel wear 

.!_!" '(!_(),0127m 

~t" '(!_().0127m 

) 

> at t>ogle ends 

- 3/16"(-0.0048m ) 



(0.067m) 
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Hence the!. 111 (;!:_0.0254m) dynamic bogie mcvement ~t bogie 

ends will give an overall mcvement of+ I" (+0,0254ml, -1.3/16" 

(-Q,032m), (+ upwards,- dol'lnwardsl. Adjacent to the bogie pivot 

the vertical mcvement will have reduced to nbout +t" (+O.OI27ml, 

-11/16" (-0.0179ml, (I.e. no pitching component), Moving to the 

axle boxes the movement Is agoln reduced but only by about 

'.:!:. J/10" (;!:_0.0025ml. 

Horizontal Movement ·-

As no gauge wl don I ng nolt occurs on maIn 11 nos the 

horizontal mcvemont Is restricted to bogie twisting and voids 

and lies between.:::. i" '(;!:_0.0.19m) to.:!:. I" (t0.0254ml at boJie 

ends. Adjacent to bogie pivots or at axleboxes this will be 

about.:!:.~" (;!:_0.019ml. The onc:Jpsulntlon must stand up to those 

mov0ments and acceloratlons lthlch could roach as hiS;h us 9g, 

8,3 Rail \'!oar 

This only uffects the limits of the vortical r.~vement. 

The total amcunt rails on main lines arc alle~1ed to wear Is 

i" (0.0095m). As thIs m::.vemont Is downwards it brl ngs the 

pick-up coils closer to the telegram coil, hence flux densities 

nre Increased. All designs should therefore be done on the 

flux densities encountered on oxtro~o excursions of the pick-up 

coils. 
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9, EXPERIMENTAL EQU I A-1ENT BUILT 

Three basic pieces of equipment had to be constructed for 

the practical system. Those wore :-

1) the receivers and decoding logic. 

2) the pick-up coils, and 

3) the telegram coils. 

The signal frequency used to feed the track conductors was the 

same as for the vrlglnal B.R. telegram coli system, I.e. 29kHz. 

There is, however, no reason why the system should bo confined 

to this frequency. 

9.! The Electronic Equipment 

This equipment was built, wherever possible, using 

Integrated circuits (both linear and digital) but was not 

dos I gned to be 'fa 11-safo 1 , Tho do codIng cIrcuItry dId however 

hove various checks to prevent unwanted signals getting through 

and generating wrong bits of Information. All voltage rails 

required were generated from thd :_ J2v supply - although this 

minimises on power supplies roqulred,nolso appearing on ono 

rull will appear on the others, Indication lamps wore fitted 

at various points so that a vlsu~l Inspection of operation 

could be accomplished. Hysteresis was employed on all 

comparators to try and counteract the large flux density 

variations due to the pick-up movement. Diagrams of all circuits 

used are Included In Ap~endlcos A-E. 

9,1.1 Amplifier, Filter and Squaring Circuits (All Channels) 

The circuit diagram Is given In Appendix B. The Input from 

the pick-up coli vms fed Into a reasonably low impedance, about 

47 ohms. This Is because a voltage virtually Independent of 
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frequency Is required (the voltage Induced In the pick-up coli 

Is directly proportional to frequency) - soe Appendix 8 for 

analysis. At about 29kHz, thoro Is still a s~ll change with 

frequency and a small phose shift con be obtained by varying 

the shunt Input resistor. This method was used to give the 

P\'1 (Par::d le! Wire) Channel n si !ght phnse leud to prevent any 

lauding edge overla? problems In the phnso detectors, 

especially duo 1o the telegram coli ~tchlng network ns 

described In section 10.2. The slgnnl then goes via the sot 

gnln control to the first stuge nmpllflor. A largo feedback 

stabilising capacitor wns nlso used to help make the output 

voltage of the first stage not frequency dependent. Figure 

106 gives the output voltage-frequency plot tor a constant line 

current. 

The signal was then fed to two ~ctive filters, with 

staggered tuning, forming a bnndpass filter, the characteristic 

of which Is given In fig. 107 for a constant Input voltage. 

The band~tldth Is + 4 kHz, 1~lth a centra frequency of 29 kHz. 

Compensation of the required phase Is applied to the non

Inverting Input of the third stage (telegram coli channels 

onlyl to partly cancel tho effect of the residual field from 

the parallel 1~lres at the position of the telegram colts. This 

cancellation Is not complete due to the slight phose changes 

In each receiver with respect to the parallel wires nnd the 

movement of the pick-up coli. The output of this stage Is 

then fed to ·-

1) a peak detecting circuit, and 

2) an operational amplifier In open loop configuration, 

acting as a sine to square-wave converter. 
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The output of the squaring clrcc:t IS fed to the decodirg 

circuits and the monostable. 

9.1.2 Peak Detection and Decoding Circuit (PI'/ Channel l 

The circuit diagram for this Is In Appendix C. 

The slnowave output from the third stage Is fed to a 

voltage doubler and then peak detected, the time constant of 

the following RC network (0.27 mSl being sufficient to allow 

high speed runnJ·.g over the telegram coils. At high coli 

currents lt must be able to discharge rapidly between reception 

of bits and at low currents to charge rapidly enough to allow 

reception of Information v1hon the flux density from the 

telegram coli Is only above threshold for a very small 

distance. The peak detected signal Is then fed to the non

Inverting Input of a voltage comparator, the reference 

signal being applied to the Inverting Input, Care must be 

taken In this configuration so that the feedback does not 

cause the comparator to 'lock-on'. The generated square 

~mve Is then gated with the comparator output to produce the 

two reference signals A and A and the lamp driver Input 

1~hlch gives a visual lndlc<Jtlon as to whether the reference 

signal Is present. Cempens<Jtlon Is provided for the telegram 

coli channels CTCI, 2, 3 and 4) as already explained. 

9.1,3 Peak Detection and Lamp Drivers (Telegram Cell Channels) 

The Input circuitry for this is the same as above but 

the Inputs to the threshold comparator are reversed (see 

Appendix D). This configuration does not provide the condition 

whore lt can 'lock-on'. The lamp Indication shows the state 

of the throsrold device, an inverted threshold signal also being 

obtained from this part of the circuit where required. 
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9.1.4 Decoding Logic 

The function cf the c0CCdlng logic Is tl'lo'fold:-

1) to effect a phose comparison of reference and 

telegram coli chqnnels, and 

2) to provide a serial output from the parallel 

Input. 

The circuit diagram Is given In Appendix E. 

The monostablos used at the output from TCI, 2, 3 and 

4 are to provide a standard length pulse (approx. 12 ~S), the 

period of which Is about ono-third that of the lowest frequency 

reference signal. This eliminates any overlap on the trailing 

edges of the two square waves being compared duo to phose 

discrepancies between channels and the phose differences due 

to the telegram coil matching capacitors (sec section 10.2). 

Phase comparison Is effected by gatlng the relevant reference 

signal with a monostablc output and the associated threshold 

level In a NOR gate, the resulting output being predicted by 

De Morgan 1 s Theorem (A + B g A.B). The output Is a train of 

12 ~S pulses et the lino current frequency denoting either 

1 I 1s' or 10 1s 1 (see fig. 109 for a typical sot of waveforms). 

The pulse train Jests for os long as the telegram channel 

threshold Is 'trlpped 1 • This pulse train Is applied to a pulse 

counting circuit which will not trip the following Schrnltt 

Trigger until about 10 pulses have been received. This provides 

on a-c to two level logic converter. The Schmltt trigger, 

which has hysteresis, controls o lamp driver, giving a visual 

Indication of the received signal and also the sampling gates. 

The reference signals for TC2 and TC4 can be compared l~lth 
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either the parallel 1~lre signal or TCI and TC3 respectively 

(see pages 45 and 46), the SN7400 and SV/1 providing the 

necessary reference slgn~ls and switching accordingly. 

\'/hen all telegram channels required (I.e. TCI nnd TC2 

or TCI, 2. 3 and 4) are present an Initiate sampling pulse 

Is applied, via SW2, to the sampling pulse generator. This 

consists of five 'D-type' Blstobles, four of which use the 

parallel wire reference signal A as the clock pulse. On 

receiving an initiate sampling pulse a 'I' Is fed to the output 

of the first flip-flop, Qo. This Is then prooagoted through 

the other flip-flops by the clock pulse A. The output of the 

second flip-flop Ql Is fed back to the first flip-flop. When 

Ql goes low lt resets Qo to zero and the outputs from the flip

flops arc as shown In fig. 110. The first flip-flop also 

synchronises the !nltlate sampling pulse with the clock-pulse. 

The sequential outputs Ql - Q4 are gated l~lth the clock pulse 

and the Schmitt Trigger outputs such that the sampling pulses 

are equivalent to those sho~m In the last four waveforms on 

figure 110. The 'I' outputs are then fed to a NAND gate and 

the 'O' outputs to another, thus giving separate outputs for 

'l's' and 'O's'. No Initiate sampling pulse will occur until 

all the Inputs In use arc present, and the reference signal A 

Is used as the ~lock pulse so that no Information can bo 

'clocked' out If it falls. The resulting output was compatible 

with a telegram address register or a train-borne computer. 

9,2 The Pick-Up Coils 

Because of the fragile nature of ferrite rods it was 

decided to encapsulate them. The ferrite rods were mounted In 
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a free-standing assembly 11hlch mad0 the unit self-supporting 

and meant that no jig (apart from the mould) was required for 

the encapsulation process. n1o methods of fixing \~ore 

required to keep the asscm~ly fixed rigidly on to the train, 

as well as for safety and rollablllty reasons. After 

consulatlon with the B.R. Plastics Development Department it 

was decided to test two types of material for encapsulation, 

these w0re :-

1) a hard type of epoxy rosin. 

2) a more flexible type of epoxy res~~. 

Each encapsulation was tested on a vibration machine 

(see fig. Ill) at frequencies between 10 and 20 Hz. lt was not 

pOS$lblc to use tower frequencies due to the limitations of 

the vibrating machine. The coils were subjected to accelerations 

up to 9g, The tests for each type of encapsulation consisted 

of vibrating them In S.H.M. for half an hour at values of 

acceleration from lg to 9g In steps of lg, the values of 'g' 

being that experienced by the assembly as it reversed direction 

{i,e. maximum values). An acceleration of 9g Its 111kely·to be the 

maximum experienced on a bogie. A more prolonged test was 

also made at 4g for three hours. The Inductance of tho 

ferrite reds was measured before ~nd after the tests, a visual 

examination also being undertaken at those times. The 

Inductance In all cases was virtually unaltered, the variation 

being attributed to the measuring Instrument, and the reds 

wore assumed to be undamaged. The encapsulation In both 

cases showed no visible signs of damage. Appendix A shows the 

dimensions of the complete pick-up assemblies. 
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From the nbove tests ne fl rm concu Is i ens cot. l d be 

drawn as to which encapsulation Is the better. lt Is felt 

that more exhaustive and prolonged testing may well bring out 

fatigue problems and show ~1hlch Is the better cncnpsulaTion. 

f-bwover, lt was decided to use the more flexible encapsulation 

tor the ensul ng tests as lt vms I ess I i ke I y to damag0 by bel ng 

hit with b3llast etc. 

9.3 The Telegram Coils 

These cc lis were wound on woo'don formers so that with 
-th ... ) 

the wl re on~thoy mGasured 6" x 2" <0. 152m x 0.051 ml. They 

wore closely wound 11lth ton turns of strnnded wire (soo fig. 

112>, the connecting loads being coded so that direction of 

winding could be quickly ascertained. The wlndlngs wore covered 

with a thin layer of "Araldlto'' and, after drying, the whole 

nssombly dipped In paint to provide some protection against 

the weather. The mountln~ blocks were also made of wood, 

paInted and f I xod to the ro i I by "Ara Id I te" and a meta I 

brnckot (see also fig. 112). For fixing the mounting blocks 

to the rall,·lt had to be cleaned and for this two methods 

wore tried:-

ll cleaning the rust and dirt off by a mechanical 

method {e.g. rubbing down or sanding) and 

2) by chemical cleaning; this con$lstod of using 

hydrochloric acid, sulphuric acid, phosphoric acid and 

then passi~ating the surface with methylated spirits. 

The first method gave the best results, the second method 

being rather messy and employing concentrated acids. it Is 

felt, however, that a fixing m0thod not requiring cleaning the 
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rnll and an achoslve would be better. This could prob~bly 

take the form of a spring clip holding the blocks and passing 

under the roll. The encapsulation of the pick-up coils 

woulc seem to present no problems except that the outgoing 

loads must bo identified - lt might even be possible to 

nmke the col I without the 1100d0n former. One side of the 

telegram coils should also be coded ln some waytJ help lay 

the correct tolegr~m message. The main physical problem 1~lth 

the telegram coils was, and still Is, their connection Into 

the track conductors. 
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10 TELEGRAM COILS AND LINE MEASUREMENTS 

The work described In this chwpter Is concerned with 

tho method of connoctlno tho tologram coils Into tho track 

conductors and the resulting problems. 

10.1 Line Requirements 

When connecting telegram coils Into tho truck conductors, 

lt Is desirable to :-

(a) match them Into tho lino to provide minimum reflections 

{b) Introduce as little extra attenuation Into the lino as 

possible, and 

(c) provide a reasonably simple connection Into tho lino to 

facilitate chunges. 

Tho telegram used In the tests had flvo coils each side of the 

track, although a normal tologrom ut present would have eight 

either side Cl.o. 32 bits total). If only one sldo Is used In 

practice, there would be 16 coils on one side but, to keep the 

transmission lino balanced,lt might bo advisable to food half 

from each conductor. Any matching network developed then 

would be useful In both cases. 

10.2 Matching Networks 

As the matchIng network was roqu I red to be symmotrl ea I 

so that lt could bo fitted anywhere on the lino, yet keep the 

lino bal~nced and be as simple as possible, th$re was only 

ono network possible. This ltas a lattice network (see flg.l15 

the Input Impedance of which Is given by :-
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Figure 113(al sho11s the practical erd theoretical 

curves of Insertion loss (the ratio of output to Input 

current) and phase change with frequency for a lattice 

network. Whilst the circuit has Ideally no loss thoro Is 

a gradual phase change which would proba,ly appear as noise 

on f.m. carriers when traversing a telegram. The other 

equally Important variation Is the coli current to Input (or 

output) current ·1Ith frequency and the associated phase shl fts. 

This Is shown In figure 113(b). The most Important frequency 

range Is that about 29 kHz when the telegram Is decoded by a 

phase comparison method. Using 8 coils each side of the 

track, the loss Is about 0,5db, which Is not slgnlflc<Jnt. The 

coli current then either lags the Input current or lends the 

output current, hence thoro bolng a difference between laying 

the coils forwards or bnck1mrds from their connection point 

to the track conductors (l,o. towards or away frcm the food 

end). This means that the pulse counting circuit must accept 

a minimum pulse width of nbout 12~S- 20% (l,o. 9.6~5) 

assuming telegram coils could be laid In both directions. 

If they arc restricted to being fed backwards townrds the 

generator then the monostnblo takes care of all the phase 

shift problems. By reducing the number of telegram coils tho 

value of the capacitor In the network Is decreased as Is also 

the phase shift. This suggests the possibility of splitting 

the telogrem Into (sayl n1o sections - but whilst reducing 

the phase shift between lines and coli currents for each 

section, the overall phase change Is Increased, This method 

unfortunately Increases the complexity of matching and 

connecting the coils Into the line. 
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The practical moasuromonts of phase shift and Insertion 

loss were mude with a telegram simulation network, (sec fig. 

115, whore LIs half the total Inductance of the telegrams). 

Any differences In results arc probably due to tho finite 

resistance of the coli 11lndlnss. Net very different results 

aro to be oxpoctoc from <Jdual telegram col Is In situ. With 

the network used it Is not really practical to use 

frequencies much nlgher than those used now because of tho 

decrease of cell current with frequency and tho associated 

phnso shift. 

10.3 Lino Measurements 

Having decided on the form of matching network to be 

used, various mensuremonts woro mado of Input lmpodanco and 

Its phase angle with froquoncy for various line and telegram 

conflgura~lons. The conflcuratlons usod wore :-

1 ) The track conductors on I y 

2) B.R. telegram coils In situ 

3) B.R. telegram coils and tholr mo1"chlng noh1crk In situ 

4) Loughborough telegram coils In situ, and 

5) Loughborough telegram coils and the lattice matching 

network In situ. 

The track conductors used were the oxporlmenta I 

screened lino. This consists of t11o screened cables with the 

screening cut circumferentially nt regular Intervals connected 

tooothor as shown In fig. 116. By doing this, the losses 

between the two cables ora fixed, This produces a track 

conductor system that has cxcellont low attenuation properties 

and constant Input Impedance ovor the desired frequency bond 
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(20 kHz- 150 kHzl regardless of tho wonthor conditions. 

The constant Input lmpodnnco mukes lt much euslor to mutch 

tolegrom coils Into the lino us well as roduclng reflections 

on the lino nnd e~slng the lino feed requirements. For n 

more deta 11 od doscri ptlon of the screened 11 no see reference 

12. 

Two conflgurntlons of this cable were used :-

(a) I km length with screens shortod at 50m Intervals 

(b) 100 m length with screens shortod at short Intervals. 

Soo figure 116 for detnlls. \1Ith conflgurotlcn (a) situations 

I, 2 nnd 3 wore used and also the Loughborough telegram coli 

simulation network. 11lth (b) conditions I, 4 and 5 11cro 

used. lt was only possible to do this combination of tests 

because the I km test section Into which the B.R. coils could 

bo switched was required for other purposes and In any case 

did not Include any flat bottom rails. This left only a 

lOOm section of screened lino which was used for this project, 

and other purposes, and for which thoro wore no B.R. telegram 

coils already laid. The measurements given are for dry 

conditions, although measurements were nl so taken under \~et 

conditions. Readings under both conditions were very similar 

thus showing the excellent properties of the screened track 

conductors. Tv1o types of lmpodunce meter wore used for the 

measurements, ono going up to about 100 kHz only, the other 

up to about 500kHz. The first one was nvallable for the 

longest time and hence the most readings but all measurements 

above 100 kHz must be used VJith some caution. The second 

Instrument only became avullablo In time for work on the 

lOOm loop and hence Its use there. 
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Figure I 17 shows the variation of Input Impedance and 

phase angle for the track conductors alone <the I km loop) 

and for the B.R. telegram coils with ond wlthou1 maichlng 

capacitors <the track conductors wore terminate~ with a 130 

ohm resistor). Whilst the Input Impedance for the telegram 

coils alone varies wildly with frequency, when used ~1Ith 

compensation capacitors, ns shown In Figure 117, the variation 

Is much loss, lt ;tartlng to fall off quickly above lOO kHz

probably due to the range of the Impedance motor. The use of 

compensation capacitors certainly stabilises the Input 

IMpedance and phase angle and show nearly matched conditions. 

Figure 118 shows the Input Impedance and phose angle variation 

with frequency for the line and Loughborough telegram coli 

simulation network, with ii:nd without capacitors for matching 

purposes. Again tho telegram cells alone give large 

variations with frequency of both Input Impedance and phase 

angle. With the matching capacitor Included (sec figure I IB> 

the variation Is much less, a value of C • 0.015 ~f probably 

giving much better results. Aoaln the large decrease In 

Impedance Is observed above 100 kHz. 

Figure 119 shows the variation of Input Impedance and 

phase angle with frequency for Loughborough telegram cells, 

with and without compensation, against the Input Impedance of 

the 100 m loop. Again the capacitors bring the lino much 

closer to match conditions. No fall-off Is observed above 

100 kHz In this set of measurements - probably duo to the 

fact thnt the Impedance motor 11lth the larger bandwidth was used. 
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Those results certainly show the advantage of matching 

tho telegram coils Into the track conductors. This not only 

helps In feeding the lino but also tho minimisation of 

standing waves which could u~sot the system at higher 

froquoncios on long sections of lino. The extra cost of 

putting In the capacitors on the other hand must bo weighed 

against the advantages obtained, 

10.4 Connection of the Telegram Coils Into the Lino 

The connection of the telegram coli Into the lino was 

made via two metal junction boxes. The switching gave · 

facilities for:-

(a) lino only 

(b) telegram coils only, and 

(c) telegram coils plus matching network 

In practice only the matching network will be connected across 

tho line, the telegram coils being connected straight to the 

transmission lino. The connection of telegram coils, networ~ 

and line being either crimped or soldered together, or both, 

and then covered by some suitable material. The matching 

capacitors would probably be encapsulated In a resin block 

and mounted underneath the track conductor encapsulation. 

Care must be taken when laying the telegram coils and 

connecting them In to got the phase relationship correct. 

Feeding al I the telegram cells from one connection per side 

of the track conductors makes it easier to connect different 

matching networks than If each coil was connected directly 

to the para I lel wires. 
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10.5 Line Attenuation duo to Telegram Colts 

Two measurements \~ore modo hare - both In wet weather 

-which should reprosont 11orst possible conditions. The 

moasuromcnts wore :-

(a) rocoivod signal over lOOm track conductor loop 

energised at 29 kHz, and 

(b) current attenuation In the range 10 kHz to 200 kHz 

measured as the ratio of Input current to output current. 

)0.5.1 Received Signal Variation at 29kHz 

The object of this exorcise was to dotormlno the 

Insertion less, If any, of the telegram cells as laid on the 

test section (I.e. 10 coils only) at the frequency that they 

nro evaluated. Fer this test the r.m.s. output of the P.~l. 

Channel W.3S monitored as the lOOm track loop was traversed 

(136 sloopcrs). The output voltage was monitored for the 

following conditions (sec Figure 120) :-

(f ) 11 ne en I y 

(2) lino and coils only, end 

(3) line, col Is and matching network 

The Input voltage to the lino was loft unaltered throughout 

the tests and hence o variation of line current was to be 

expected duo to the change of Input Impedance of the line. 

This can be confirmed from figure 119 <Z1 - f curve) and 

hence the variation In received voltage. The Irregularities 

at the end of the lino ore due to line end effects- a 

decrease In output voltage at the feed end probably being 

duo to the metJI junction boxes used there. 
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As expected, thoro Is little variation In received 

signal over the lOOm section for the lino only condition. 

For the cells and lino only thoro Is some variation In 

received signal strength adjacent to the telegram coils, 

this can be attributed to :-

ll the lntorforonce fields from the telegram colts, 

and 

2) to a lesser extent the motel junction boxes connecting 

the telegram colts to the lino. 

Thoro might also be a slight effect from some other track 

conductors (not energised), tmmodlatcly before the telegram, 

which arc used for another purpose. For the line, colts and 

matching network condition thoro Is certainly a marked 

difference between the average signal before and after the 

telegram colts. The difference between those levels Is 

about -0.75db (0,92) and Is probably due to the resistance 

of the telegram coli wlndlngs In conjunction with the 

matching network. Again, thoro Is a dip (about 1.6 db) 

adjacent to the telegram colts and Is duo to (I) above. 

This dip Is probably not constant over the telegram but 

varies according to the phose of the Interfering fields, 

l-lo\1evor, the readings tcl<on from -the trolley probably 

represent the overage condition. Some variation In received 

signal strength must also be expected due to trolley movements 

and variations In track conductor positioning. 

10.5.2 Line Current Attenuation 

From these measurements the Insertion toss of the 

telegram end Input Impedance of -the tine can be determined 
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for frequencies 10 kHz - 200 kHz. The measuring conflguot!on 

Is shown In Figure 121. The conditions used wore as those In 

10.5.1. The Input Impedance was taken as:-

<I l 

and the current attenuation as 

(2) 

This last definition has significance under matched conditions 

but not under mismatch. Taking the ratios of powers also 

does not have much significance under mlsmat~h but, as the 

magnetic flold Is proportional to current, the ratio as 

defined In (2) Is used. 

The Impedance - frequency curves (figure 122) 

certainly show the advantage of matching the coils Into the 

track conductors. For the lino only, the input Impedance Is 

constant at about 130 ohms whilst for tho matching network 

case lt Is about 140 ohms. Tho condition for lino end coils 

only shows violent fluctuations with frequency and shows 

resonance effects at atout 112kHz and just over 200kHz. 

These would seem to susgest resonances caused by mismatch 

at a quarter wavelength and half wavelength conditions. 

AssumIng the Inductance of the ·to I ogram eo 11 s Is d I strl butod 

over the lOOm then vp/o i 0.14 and the lOOm lino Is about 

A/4 at 112kHz and A/2 at just over 200kHz. The 

characteristic Impedance of the lino for those parameters 

(Z
0 
=~) Is 194 ohms- compared to 130 ohms without the 

colts. The terminating resistance Is 127 ohms so that a 

largo mismatch Is prevalent. On the lOOm loop this 

condition could probably be remedied by using the correct 
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terminating resistance but for a longer line lt Is probably 

best to match the col Is Into the I Inc. It should <Jiso be 

remembered that only 10 coils ore being used, not 16 os In 

o fu I I system so thCJt the rosononccs 1~ I I I occur at I owor 

frequencies without matching <Jnd the cnlculatod characteristic 

Impedance would be higher. 

The current - attenuation curves In tlguro 123 certainly 

sho11 the effects A resonance and tho existence of a standing 

\lilVO for the condition of lino and coils only. Above about 

50kHz tor the lino only and lino, coils and n~tchlng network 

lt Is not possible to distinguish between the Insertion 

losses for the telegram (assuming lino attenuation Is neollglblo 

for this length of line at this frequency). The v<Jrlatlon In 

ai-tonuat I on nt nbout 30 kHz Is probab I y due to eo 11 res I stance 

not being negligible to the reactance of the coli. The worst 

value of attenuation Is :Jboui" ··::l.26db (0.965) from those 

measurements (c.f. -0.75db (0,92) In section 10.5.1). The 

difference between those readings Is about 4.3% and Is 

within the experimental error to be expected - mainly duo to 

the method used In 10.5,(. The second sot of results Is 

probably tho better and, for a i6 coli telegram, would 

lncronso the Insertion loss to just below -0,5 db. The 

rosonancos, without the matching net1~ork, with the Increased 

number of telegram eo 11 s ~IOU Id be decreased In frequency, 

the charnctorlstlc Impedance of the lino lncronslng ns v1ould 

the mismatch. 

The Impedance - frequency curves efltalned In section 

10.5.2 for lino only and lino, coils and matching network 

aro much more cons~ont than those shown In Fig. I 19 and arc 
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probnbly more reliuble. Tho abovo rosonancos will also 

affect tho transmission from train to track at 135 kHz. 

10.6 Conclusions 

By matching tho telogram coils Into tho line tholr 

offoct Is certainly minimised. Hcwevor, as tholr Inductance 

docroasos the velocity of propngatlon on tho line, so Is 

tho wavelength of signals on the lino reduced. This monns 

that m! smi:ltch prob I ems cou Id become roro not! ceab I o. Th 1 s 1 s 

certainly n dlsadvantngo of telegram coils, especially If tho 

screened conductors are not used. 
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I I , A WORK I NG SYSTEI" 

Having carried out some Initial testing of the receivers 

In the laboratory, the equipment was moved out to the test track 

and mounted on the trolley shown In fig. 104. Due to the mobility 

required tho mains supply on the trolley was derived from an 

Inverter fed from two 12v batteries. The amount of mains powered 

equipment used was therefore severely restricted, the maximum 

output of the Inverter being IOOw (maximum required by receivers, 

and lamp displays was nearly 601il. Fig. 124 shows a photograph 

of the Rx and telegram address register in situ. 

11.1 Pick-Up Coils 

These were mounted as shown In fig. 125 and the following 

photograph gives a close-up of fixing details. The bottom of 

the telegram pick-up coils 11as about 3" <0.075ml above railhead. 

Tho same type of pIck-up vms used fer the para 11 e I wIre sIgna I 

but this was 12" (0.305ml above the track conductors and only 

the vertical pick-up rod was used. lt was thought that the 

cross-fixing bolt on tho telegram pick-ups might have a drastic 

effect on the field distribution due to Its forming a 'shorted

turn' v1lth the framework. Ho1mver this was found not to bo 

the case, although lt did decrease the Induced emf In the 

horizontal pick up coli by 2-3%. 

11.2 Telegram Coils 

The method of fixing Is described In section 9,3 (page 

59), They were mounted 3" (0,075ml below rail head, when 

nc11, and there was about li" <0.035m) between the top of the 

coil and the bottom of the rail head. The actual telegram 
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Fig. 125. Pick- p Coilo in jitu. 
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laid contains only 10 coi ls {5 each slde) Instead of 16, with 

spaclngs of 0 .76 metres {sl eeper spacing) and one metre- see 

photograph . The larger spaci ng 1-1as to examine the Increase 

of dynam ic rangeR" , afforded by thi s spac ing. The actua l 

1mossage 1 la id down In the te legram had no slgn i tlcant mean ing 

but each poss l b 11 11 y for I ay I ng the co 11 appeared at I east 

once . The telegram was fed 'fon·tard' er . e . a\'lay from the 

feed end) f rom the junction Nlth the parallel wl res - the 1o~orst 

poss ible case due to phase shift between the main current and 

the coli current {see section 10 .2, p 61). Figure 127 shows a 

photograph of half the tel egram co il s in situ, s1·!itching g iving 

the fol lowtng conditlons · -

1) 11 ne on I y 

2 J 11 ne and co ll s on I y, and 

3) I I ne, co i Is and matchIng netl'lork 

The channels received are defined as (see fig. 128) :

S J do nea .-est pI at form:-

TCI verti cal s igna l 

TC2 horliontal stgnal . 

For the ra I I a1-1ay from the pI atform:-

TC3 vortica l s ignal 

TC4 hor izonta l s igna l 

Figure 129 shows the lnfonmation ava il ab le from the telegram 

eo ll s as I aid using the t1·ro d I ffc rent methods for eva I uat I ng 

TC2 anrJ TC4. 

11.3 The RocApt l o~ of Te l cgra~ 

The Init i a l t esting vras restri ct ed to channels PW 

{Pura ll e l Wl re ), TC I and TC2 but subsequent worl< was done 
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11lth all te!egra11 coils channels. The r·ecelver s2emed to func-Tion 

we I I with m! nor mod!flcatlons, over the range of speeds the 

trolley was capable. Taking the minimum value of flux density 

BR use In their system- 6 x 10-8 Tegfa - as a guide to the 

minimum permissible, then, for bogie movements of.::_ J" '(::_0.0254m) 

hori zonta I i y and vert! ce> !I y, the ml n lrnum !I ne (and eo I! J current 

pei1lllsslble with the modlflc>d system Is lOO mA. The receiver 

was certainly capable of working over a line current range of 

100-300 mA. The hysteresis employed on the envelope detector 

seemed sufficient for al I but the very slowest speed In coping 

with the lar·ge variations of flux densli'y encountered when on 

ihe point of triggering. Trouble occu~red sometimes at very 

slow speeds, due to horlzonta! and vertical movement of the 

pick-up and any dmplltude modulation of the 29kHz carrier due 

to noise and beallng effects wl'l'h other se~ fety carriers In the 

vicinity. 

If the telegrams are fed backwards from their feed point 

and a match!ng network Is used, then the PI~ channel 1~111 lead 

TCI and TCZ and for comparison of both with the parallel wire 

signal i'!(( Is well. If, however, TCZ Is compa;ed with TCI 

some trouble may be e~counter·ad with the phase shifts. \·'/hen the 

telegrdms are fed forwe~rd from their junction point 1~lth a 

mtch I ng net11ork then the P\'i s! gna I I ags TC I Md TC2 and 

trouble was encountered with phase shifts. This does sho•~ a 

shortcoming of 7he receiver built. These same problems ware 

encountered when channels TC3 anJ TC4 were connected up. 

Because of these phase shifts, Inherent or otherwise, complete 

cancellation of 7he 'residual' rccA!wld on crannels TCI-4 

cannot be fu 11 y effec. ted and so slIght degradat!on of R" resJ Its. 
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Figures 130 nnd 131 sho1• some of -the combina-tions of 

-telegrams capable of being received. WI-th channels TCJ, 2, 

3 and 4 being used twenty independent binary bits of 

Information can be received, nnd tor channels TCI and TC2 

only half that number. 

From the photographs lt can be seen i"h~i" the received 

messages shown tally with those predicted In fig. 129. Also, 

from the photographs, lt can be seen that the message 

running forward over a telegram Is not the reverse of the 

nessage received when running In the opposite direction. 

This Is bocnuse the sampling In the Parallel-Serial converter 

always starts at channel TCI and goes In numerical order

this Is shown below for two channels only. If the received 

messages arc:-

TCI A C E G I 

TC2 B D F H J 

In direc-tion A, the combined output Is ·

ABCDEFGHIJ 

When running In the reverse direction, these combined to give :

I J G H E F C 0 A B 

- not the reverse of the message for direction A. 

11.4 Practical Determination of R" 

Those measurements wore made by recording the output 

voltage from each channel when the pick-up coils on the 

trolley were over telegram coils and when they were mid-way 

between. These recordings wore made with :-

1. No compensation for the residual, and 

2. Compensation for the residual 
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Four readings were made at relevant positions - with the 

trolley wheel flanges hard up asainst the rail and two 

Intermediate positions, - this gave a total lateral movement 

of about~~~~ (0.019m). The 11orst possible case for the 

maximum Interference betltcon -t110 coils and the effect of the 

porallel wires Is dlfferentfor the iwo sides of the track. 

For TCI and TC2 this Is Z = l, X= 0, for TC3 and 4 this Is 

Z = I, X= I· this can be determined from the field 

distribution pattern around the telegram coils and the 

parallel wires. Because of the slight variation In setting 

the gaIn of the amp 11 fl ers a ml n I mum va I ue of R" was 

doterml ned for each channel and the 11orst va I ues recorded In 

tables 9 and 10. R" (for a fixed threshold) was defined 

as:-

1•/orst value of V
0 

over o telegram colt·(! 's x O!sJ 
RH :a ,.,--.------:--:-~---,---.,..,..--,,--~---,----.,.,... 

MaxI mum va I ue between t11o eo I I s I n the 11orst pass I b I e 
configuration 

lt Is hoped that this definition 11111 take Into account any 

mlsplacement In laying the telegram coils and subtractlve 

Interference from the parollel ~rlres. This definition should 

represent the worst possible condition ever to be encountered. 

The values In brackets are predicted values from results 

taken at Loughborough University for a movement, horizontally 

and vertically, of~ I" '(~0.0254mJ. 

Out on the track and with the trolley exact measurements 

are difficult to make but the results In tables 9 and 10 are~ 

as expected. As the nominal movement of the trolley Is about 

'~ ~" (~.019m) the values of R·' are slightly larger than the 

values In brackets. The advontages of compensation are shown 



:li thou t T - :ri th 

Compcnoa tio~l Corrpcncei..1or 

R·~ -\\.'5(-s.s) -o.s(-1-4\ 

1<11 
'--x -~.5 (-1 ').) -\o.u.c-·:n) 

Tablf' 9, \Torst V~lues of R" (C. 76-n sp:•c1ne). 

:'i thout 'hth 
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but not very clearly because of the problem of phase shifts 

between filters. For a large:- lateral and vertical movement 

the values of R"z are expected to be most affected due to the 

larger variation In field strengths encountered. However, 

lt would seem that the values In brackets are representative 

of the ~ J" (~0.0254m) variation, The vat ues of R"x for 

both spaclngs and compensation seem to show the most 

discrepancy -this could be duo to experimental error due to 

the small value readings or due to longitudinal currents In 

the rail causing an Interfering ffeld. The values measured 

on the track do tally with those predicted by measurements 

taken previously In this thesis. 

The dynamic range of the system, assuming balanced 

lino currents, Is determined by the minimum value of R" 

encountered (1.~. the minimum value of flux density over a 

telegram col I ai the 'cold' end of the track conductors 

must be greater than the maximum flux density between two 

telegram coils at the feed end of the line fer a fixed 

threshold>. Using the predicted values of R" for the two 

spaclngs, then fer sleeper spacing (0,76ml, the range Is 

5:1 (14.0 db) and for one metre spacing Is 7:1 ()6.9 db) -
t 

leaving a margin for error and with no compensation for the 

parallel wire residual. 

11.5 Induced Rail Currents 

Because of the possibility of currents being Induced 

In the rails from the track conductor system, lt was decided 

to try to measure them as the fields thus produced will 

Interfere with the magnetic fields from such systems, 
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especially If using telegram cells placed on tho rail foot. 

Ideally the nett mmf In the rails should equal zero but due 

to rail dlscontlnulttes, tho wires being offset from the 

centre of the track and any other Irregularities, lt Is 

probable that a rail current will flow. If there Is no train 

on a particular section of track then the connection betl'leen 

rails Is made up from capacitance to earth and ballast 

conductance. When a train enters a section then the axles 

and wheels effectively short the two rails together causing 

an Increase In rail current (a typical change from 2mA to !OmA 

was recorded- 5:1). The rail current was measured by removing 

a fishplate, shortlng the rails lilth a 10 ohm resistor, and 

measuring the resulting voltage drop across lt. Rail currents 

of up to 18 mA have been noted lilth the train on the section. 

This rat I current could be of prima Importance If ti''· 

Interfering field lt produces Is comparable with the minimum 

values of field encountered betl'leen telegram coils, As the rail 

currents are longitudinal then the lines of force will be 

parallel to the rail head but perpendicular to the dlroctlon 

of motion and the horizontal field, Bx, will be most affected. 

Measurements were made to determine the values of flux 

density encountered by using a standard pick-up coli, the 

output of which had previously been recorded In a known flux 

density and was therefore calibrated. Figure 132 shows the 

limits of movement and the co-ordinates used. The following 

graphs <fig. 133 and 134) show recorded flux densities about 

the rail head, lt can be seen that the maximum Induced rail 

current Is much less than that which can cause the receivers 
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to 'trip', the Bx field bolng mosi affected as pr0Jicted, 

~lhllst the maximum raJ I current expected here causes no 

significant degradation of tho dynamic range of the system, 

If the ra I I currant becomes greater, 11h I eh cou Id happen If 

there Is much Interference from adjacent tracks, lt could 

be seriously affected, 
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12. COMPARISON OF ERROR RATES FOR DAlA TRANS~iSSION USIN3 

TELEGRAM COILS OR DIFFERENT FORMS OF MODULATION 

To complete the analysis of the system described In the 

previous chapters an attempt has been made here to examine the 

effects of noise and to compare the theoretical probab~llty of 

error rates for Information transmission using telegram coils with 

that obtainable using alternative forms of data transmission such 

as direct electronic modulation of the carrTer. The analysis has 

been based on assuming the noise to be white and Gausslan, although 

In reality the noise received along a railway track tends to be 

Impulse and burst noise and which Is generated mainly by the 

electric traction equipment of the locomotive. The magnitude of 

the noise varies greatly according to the type of locomotive used 

(e.g. electric, diesel-electric or diesel) and the position of 

the traction current supply, when used- viz. third rail, overhead 

or even battery driven. The nature of the current supply, I.e. 

direct or alternating current, also determines the amplitude and 

frequency spectrum of the noise. Some Interference measurements 

have been done by British Rail (see refs. 15 and 16). The 

condition of the train or locomotive as regards whether lt Is 

accelerating, braking or coasting has a marked effect on the noise 

produced as does the ride of the current collector- see ref. 15. 

Measurements have also been done In Germany on the noise produced 

along a railway line. Buckel (ref. 13) has written a paper on 

the general production and affects of noise on a main line railway 

(\~hI eh a I so contaIns an extensIve bIb 11 ography) wh 11 st Form (ref. 

14l has made measurements on a third rail system (the Hamburg 

Underground) for noise Induced Into a pick-up coil similar to 

that for automatic train control purposes. The results have been 
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siml !ar to those obtalr.ed ln i ~1s cc>~ri 1-y ;;,rd sho·~ that lt ls 

preferab I e to use the upper end of 7-he band 20 k!-lz - 200 I;Hz for 

data transmission. However a compromise has to be made here due 

to the Increasing attenuation of the track conductors with 

frequency. The above references have been able to give practical 

results for the rate at 11hich noise bursts exceed given levels 

but no work has been done on the error rates likely for actual 

data transmission. 

The noise received comes baslcal ly from two sources - lt 

will appear either as an induced current or lt will be space-borne 

i.e. not emanating from the parallel wires but directly from Its 

physical source. it Is assumed that receiver noise Is much less 

than the received noise and Is therefore neglected. ~Jhll st for 

the various forms of electronic modulation one can consider the 

received noise as one entity, in the case of telegram coils this 

Is not so. Because of the nature of the system the 11 ne current 

flows In the track conductors and the coils and so for al I 

channe Is concerned the lino no I se Is a I ways fu 11 y cor re I ated 

between them. For space-borne noise there may be varying ~agrees 

of correlation between the noise on the channels, this Is 

explained later In section 12.5 and In the appendix. 

Various assumptions have been made In the analysis In 

derlvlng the expressions and these are given In the appendices or 

as the chapter proceeds, where necessary. The results can only 

hope to g!vo bounds to the error rates Involved due to the lack 

of kno·~ledga about the noise sources. To obtain results various 

values have been given to the parameters Involved and a physical 

explanation given to the various conditions where possible. it 

Is hoped that the results obtained w! 11 give some Idea of the 
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order of magn! j·oJd~ of I,., errc-r- ··ate<; to u'l <;.>"~ected but should 

certainly provide so~e comparison :·otween the vartcus transmission 

systems examined. The signal to noise ratios have been limited 

to a maximum of 20 db. This Is because of difficulties with 

calculations with the computer. Using DOUBLE PRECISION on the 

computer, calculations can be made to about 20 significant figures 

but with the expressions obtalne1 here lt has been necessary to 

subtract very small numbers from unity ao1d hence results less than 
-20 10 - are very un-ellable. 

Two error rates have been calculated :-

1. the probability that a digit received will be In error, and 

2. the probability that a telegram will be received but will 

be false (I.e. for the message received the error detection 

digits are Incapable of dotec~lng an error) - seo appendix 

I I • 

in all the 1;ork In this ch0pter lt is assumed that a Hamming Code 

of distance 4 Is used as at present ann that a telegram comprises 

32 bits In total. 

12.1 Permissible Forms of Modulation 

The forms of modulation that con be used are restricted 

due to the nature of the communication system. Because of train 

movement any form of amplitude modulation Is forbidden as the train 

rrovement 1; Ill generate unwanted modu I at I on f requencl es wh I eh 

could upset any data transmission. The lino attenuation and Its 

varlar.co with weather prohibits the use of rrodulatlon that 

requires any form of dlscrlmlr.atlon beh;een different signal 

levels (other than no s!gnal and a signal present). This basically 

leaves three forms of rrodulatlon ···frequency shift keying (FSKl, 
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phase shift keying !PSKl and on-off keying (00Kl. The various 

possible forms of these arc ·-

1. Phase ShIft KeyIng 

a) Phase/Coherent PSK 

b) Phase/Coherent DPSK (Differential PSKl 

2. Frequency Shift Keying 

a) Coherent FSK 

b) Non-coherent FSK 

3. On-Off Keying 

a) Coherent Detection 

b) Envelope Detection 

The use of on-off keying Is not further considered because of 

the much poorer error rates (see ref. 18). All these systems 

are well described In References 18 and 19 although block diagrams 

of receivers are given In this chapter. In the fol lowlng analysis 

lt Is assumed that a synchronising signal Is available on the 

train for sampling purposes and that the sampling occurs at 

such a time that lntersymbol Interference Is avoided. The form 

of the Input signal to the receiver Is olven In Appendix 9. 

Cases are considered for the noise on the reference channel 

correlated with that on the signal being received and that 

between two different channels and being correlated 

12.2 Phase Shift Keying 

a l Coherent PSK 

Figure 135 shows typical receivers for both Phase and 

Coherent detection of PSK- the analysis for both being the same 

(see Ref. 18). The probability that a digit may be In error (P0 l 

Is given by :-

P = tcrfc<sl e 
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where s Is 1he S/N rat!o as dc{lned lrt Tole appena;x. For This 

case The referen-::e waveform whlcfJ m~st be genPrated locally Is 

assumed noiseless. The resulting curves for bit r:;rror rate and 

the probability that the received telegram Is false (see 

Appendix Ill are shown on fig. 137. 

b) DPSK 

A typical receiving system for this Is given In fig. 136. 

Here lt Is possible for the delayed channel noise TO be correlated 

wiTh the noise or the signal being received. Moreover, the rms 

noise values on the two channels may not be the same- due to the 

effects of the delay resonator. The probability of a bit error 

is given by (among other forms - see ref. 17 page 587} :-

Pe = Q(/a,ftll- ~2v2 exp [-a; b]ro< abl 

where Q</8,/tl) Is the Marcu~ Q- Function (see below) and T
0

(z) 

Is the modified Bessel Function of zeroth order. 

J
"' r Az + x21 

Q(A,Bl = x.expt: 2 ~(Axl.dx 

8 

The subscript I denotes the direct channel and 2 the delayed 

channel. If p Is the normalised cross covwlance coefficient 

between the two channels then 

a = 

b = 

V = + p 

- p 
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where Is Is the peak line current ard 01 and a
2 

are therms 

noise levels on ihe two channels. Curves are only plotted for 

the most likely case of a
1 

= a2• The curves are given In figure 

138 and are for the bit error rate and the probability of the 

reception of a false telegram. Pe Is derived using a method 

described In Ref. 17, page 315 ff. 

12.3 Frequency Shift Keylr.g 

a) Coherent FSK 

Figure 139 shows a typical receiver for this type of 

n~dulatfon, the probability of a bit error being given by:-

P = t erfc(s//2) e see ref. 21 

If the receiver Is such that ft chooses the larger of the two 

magnltudes for the output (I.e. does not take Into account the 

algebraic sign) the probabili-ty of a digit error Is given by:-

P' = 2.P (I - P
0

) e e 

where P Is as defined above. e 

b) Non-coherent FSK 

This Is probably a far more practical proposition with 

FSK for track to train communications as no Ideal reference 

waveform Is required to be generated aboard the train. A block 

diagram of a typical receiver Is given In fig. 140. Assuming 

that the noise at both filter outputs may be correlated, with 

normalised cross-covarlance p, the digit error rate can be 

expressed as :-

oxp [-

* Again using the method given in Ref. 17, page 315 ff. 
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where 

and {n = i 

A = 

V = 
+ A 
-A 
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-+ 

The rms noise val Jes are given by a 1 and a
2 

for the t1~0 channels 

and Is, 10(z) and Q<A,Bl are as defined previously. The relevant 

curves are given In figures 141, assuming that the rms noise 

levels In each channel are the same but that various degrees of 

correlation exist between the noise on the two channels. 

12.4 Discussion on the Error Rates for Modulation System-

As can be seen from figs. 137 and 138, PSK and DPSI< are 

superior to any form of FSI<- at high S/N ratios the gain being 

3 db for the same probability of error; this could be of vital 

Importance where systems arc being used under difficult 

conditions. The difference between PSK and DPSK Is only really 

significant at low S/N ratios and Is dependent on the relationship 

between the reference waveform and the Incoming signal In DPSK. 

However, for various values of this correlation, DPSK can Improve 

en norma I PSK. 

If modulation Is to be used tor the data transmission, and 

because of the reliability required, lt would appear that it Is 

desirable to use either PSK or DPSK. Because of the transpositions 

In the track conductors (sec page 6) and the associated phase 

reversals it may be Impractical to use either PSK or DPSI< so 

that FSK must be considered as the alternative. lt might, 
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how<>ver, be possible to use &umv ron .. oi gatlng io !nhlt->!t 

reception as the transpos!tlo~s aro traversed and thus regain 

the advantages offered by PSI< or OPSK. If FSK ! s us0d it wou Id 

seem easiest to implement non-coherent FSK as no Ideal reference 

waveform Is required, the error rate of which tends to that of 

coherent FSK anyway at high signal to noise ratios (I.e. above 

about 10 db). 

12.5 Telegram Coil Channels 

The form of the Input slgnal{s) to the receivers and 

assumed multlpllcatlve demodulator Is derived In Appendix 10. 

The filter bandwidths are assumed greater than lOO Hz- tho 

maximum telegram pulse rate. Figure 142 shows a typical telegram 

coli signal. lt Is assumed that some form of synchronisation 

signal is available on the train so that the telegram pulses are 

always sampled at the same point on the signal envelope - tor 

the case of the following curves this Is assumed to be the 

maximum of the signal. The signal values used In this analysis 

are the worsi encountered- I.e. at the extreme of the assumed 

':_r:• bog!o movement. The error rate has been calculated 

assuming a signal Is being received and that !t Is In error. 

From this !s also derived (soo Appendix Ill the probability t~at 

a telegram received is false- I.e. the error detect!rg digits 

are correct tor the received Information digits. An alternatlve 

to the above defined error rate is that of a signal being 

rece 1 ved when none Is transm t-1-ted - th l s 1 s because of the 

Intermittent natur·e of this type of transmission system. 

Although this type of error could ruin the reception of a 

telegram, I.e. produce more than the 32 bits required at present, 
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the train receiver looks for 32 bits to be received ben•oen 

tNo transpositions. If tne number received differs frcm this, a 

failure wll I bo reported and the train will revert to complete 

manual control, However, lt Is very unlikely that a false 

telegram wll I be received due to this effect and lt is felt that 

the errcr rates of Importance are those that have been 

described previously, lt Is realised that this Is not a ful I 

analysts but should suffice Initially for a comparison bet1•een 

the two available telegram coli systems aod with the various 

methods of rrodulatlon. The n1o telegram coil systems are the 

original BR system and the newly developed system described In 

this thesis. 

Figures 144-146 for the BR system assume that the rms 

noise levels of the spaco··borne noise on each channel arc the 

same whilst figures 147 and 148 for ihe new system take Into 

account the effect of differing spa:e-borne rms noise levels. 

The error rates ha"e been evaluated for varying degrees of correJa·rion 

between the space-borne noise on the various channels and for 

varying values of the ratio (kl of rms line nolsA cur.-ent to rms 

space-borne noise levels (evaluaied with respect to line ~urrentsl. 

Values of k equal to 0, 0.1 and 1.0 have been examined although 

not all the curves arc shown In this thesis. Frcm practical 

measurements taken (see ref. 15l lt was found that the Induced 

aerial voltage due to lino noise currents was very much toss 

than ·ihat due to space-borne noise. Hence the curve for tho ratio 

aqua I TO I Is rather hypothotl ea I - a rrore apprcprl ate value 

bolng 0.1. 

From Appendix 13 lt Is shown that If ono noise source Is 

predominant, then the normalised cross-correlation coefficient 
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tends to~ I, wh!Js~ for a collection of ra~dom noise sources 

it can take a range of valJes according to the distribution, 

magnitude and directional properties of the noise sources. For 

partly correlated noise sources lt can be Inferred from the 

appendix that various values of cross-covarlance can exist. 

Depending on the mctlon of the train- I.e. braking, accelerating 

or braking - the correlation between the noise sources may vary 

and thus a I so affect the error rntes. Hence, a 11 that can be 

hoped for from thIs study Is to produce sets of curves tha·l' wi 11 

provide limits for the error rates to be expected during normal 

operations. Whilst many curves can be plotted for the varying 

parameters, those Included In this thesis arc representative 

and gIve dIre et compa rl sons bet11een the va rl ous systems. 

12.6 Reception of Telegrams uslng_2_nly One Field Compo_nent. 

from the Telegram Coils 

This case Is considered for both BR type coils and the 

new ones - using only the vertical field component. Figure J43 

sh01~s the form of the receiver assumed In making the anal~s!s 

given In Appendix 10. This approximates to that used In the 

practical Investigations In Derby. The defection Is very 

similar to that of PSK- the transmlso.lon Is virtually PSI<. 

The probability of a single bit error Is given by:-

v2 ra+b-. =-
1 + v2 exp,_- 2 J .Io<•abl 

where a, b and v are defined In Appendix 10. 

As explained !n the appendix, the signal to noise ratio 

ea~ be defIned In t1~o ways but on I y that defIned by the P~l 

signal is used here. If the received telegram coli pulse Is not 
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sampled at the maximum but some other va.ue, then a somewhat 

lower S/N for this channel will res•Jit for a given error rateo 

The curves shown have been calculated for the condition of worst 

Interference between the coils and the parallel wires, and vice 

versa, and between adjacent teleg;am collso 

The details of the coils examined for this type of system 

nro:-

1> BH coils, 9" x 7·', both plck-tp heights Oo305 m above 

sleeper level and n/$ = Oo587o 

ID Loughborough type co 11, 6n x 211 , mounted on ra 11 foot o 

This was assumed 3" (0.075ml bel01~ rail head with the 

pick-up coli the same distance above rail head (l.eo about 

Oo25 m above sleeper level). The reference slgnnl pick

up coli was assumed as for the B.'~ case. Here tl'le 

ea I cuI at I on was for the ~1orst case of the +I" movement 

and n/~ = Oo538 (for sleeper spacing- Oo76m) and n/~ 

= Oo529 for one metre spacing. 

Evaluation of n/~ taking Into account Interfering signals 

beh:een coils and track conductors Is given In Appendix 12. 

On I y the curves for sleeper spaclr>g are shown for the Lougltborough 

coils as the error rates for ono metr8 spacing are virtually the 

Scmeo 

The Error rate curves for the British Rail coi Is arc shcv·~ 

In flgso 144 to 146o These curves show the effect of varylrg 

the megnltude of the line noise but keeping the s?ace-borne 

noise constanto For values of k = 0 and Ool the error rates are 

almost ldentlcal but at low S/N ratlos and k=l oO there !sa 

noticeable lmprover:tent. At higher· S/N ratios (above about 12 db) 

all the curves seem to tend to the same asymptote. This 
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Improvement rro1 a·r first seems~.;. p;!s'ns, bu'l as the current 

flows also through the colts, there Is dlways a fixed relation

ship {0° or 180°) with tho reference signal and so the line noise 

will aid decoding. 

As line current noise Is always much less than the space

borne noise, only the value of k~O.I has been examined for the 

Loughborough coils. Ct;rvos arc also given for Increased telegram 

channel space-borne noise. This Is because the Loughborough 
morL 

telegram coils lie close to the rail and may be affected£by 

traction current supplies and pick-up shoes. Comparing the 

curves for the BR and Loughborough coils lt can be soon that 

using only the vertical field component there Is hardly any 

difference In the predicted performances. This Is because of 

the slml !ar values of flux density encountered In the t~1o systems, 

although lt must be remembered that fo; the Loughborough telegram 

colls the worst possible value of flux density has been used In 

calculations- I.e. that at the extreme of the bogie movement. 

If this trovement Is not so largo, then Loughborough coils have 

the advantage because of Increased field strengths. 

With Increased space-borne noise lt can be seen tha+ for 

negative values of the nor-m.:lllsed cross-ccvarlance, the error· 

rates have deteriorated l'lhllst for positive values they have 

Improved. This Is due to the method of calculating the error 

rates- I.e. assuming that the two slgnalstransmltted arc In 

phase und that due to noise the decoding has predlc1ed the 

opposite. If the latter 11as Initially assumed then positive 

values of p would have shown the worst error rates. Thus, an 

average va I ue of p must be taken, and for aqua I probability of 

J's and O's occurring this value wouid be zero. 
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12.7 Telegrmn C~~l System Uslns_ Two Field Comporcnts 

In Clillculatlng thG 0rror rates for i"hls typ0 of system a 

simplification has been ~adG. As two bits are r0ceived 

simultaneously from a telegram coli then the noise on the two 

channels may be correlated. If thG bit error rat0s for the two 

simultaneous channels are P1 and P2 (see end of Appendix 10) 

the average blt error rate has been defined as t<P1 + P2>. 
The term due to the possibility of correlation between the channels 

P12, has been Ignored for two reasons - I l lt Is not 0aslly 

amenable to calculation and lil it wll I In any case be smal ;er 

than either P1 or P2• The above chflnltlon has then been used to 

calculate the probability of a false telegram. 

Figure 149 shows a block d!agram of the r0celver and 

decoder for this system and d9flnes the channels us0d. Error 

rate curves are shown only for sleeper spacing - the error rates 

for one metre spacl,g being almost Identical. Curves are glven 

for channels TCI and TC2 both being compared with the P\~ chann61 

<rigs. 150 and 151l and for channel TCI with PW but channel TC2 

lilth TCI (figs. 152 and 153). The case for increased telegram 

channel space-borne noise Is also shown. The cross-covarl2nce 

between the noise on channel TCI and Its reference is pi and for 

TC2 Is p2• The curves depleted show the upper and lower error 

rates for the two channels plus an lntenmediato value -p 1 = 

P2 ~ o. 

From the curves for the error rates lt can bG seen that 

At low S/N ratios and for average values of pi and p2 that the 

system com>arlng channel TC2 with TCI has slightly the better 

error rates. This Is because the reference signal for channel 
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TC2 !s greater !n mag~li"udo than ·i·he P~/ slg'lui. At .1lgher slgn<d 

to noise ratios however th:Jro would appoa;- to be little advant<eoe 

between the two methods of decoding - nbout 0,5 db, The main 

advantage of comparing channel TC2 with TCI Is the onslor !ogle 

for laying the telegram coils (see section 7.4, page 45), 

Comparing tho error raies for the modlf!od system and that 

only deriving one bit per telegram coli thoro appears to be 

llttlo to recommend ono over the other and so the choice must 

depend on other factors. 

12.8 Telegram Coli System using Coils Both Sides of th<' Track 

This system Is Identical to the above but with coils both 

sides of the track. The main difference Is the 1~ay In which the 

magnetic field from the traci{ conduc+ors affects the horizontal 

field from the coils on opposite sides of the trocl<. The average 

probability of error Is doflnod as k<P 1+ P2+ P3+ P4l, where 

P1,P2,P3 and P4 refor to tho individual error rates on the 

telegram cell channels TCI, TC2, TC3 and TC4 respectively. All 

of the channels can be compared 1~lth the Pv/ signal or the 

hor:zontal field from each coli can be c0mparcd with the vortl,al 

field from tha1 coli. Other combinations are possible but a~"e 

not deal~ wlth here as they do not represent an easy way of 

determl n l ng the I ogl c for I ay! ng the eo I Is. 

The results for this system are very similar to the 

previous one and are not sh01m here. This similarity Is to be 

expected as r 1 and P3 arc equai and there only being a slight 

dIfference betl~oen P 2 and P 4• 

As far as error rates are concerned thoro would appear to 

be no advantage w!th this system and the system must therefore 

be judged on other merits lt offers. 
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12.9 Discussion 

Comparing the telegram coli systems deriving one bit per 

coli and the various forms of modulation lt would <lppear that the 

error rates for telegram coils and PSK/DPSK are very similar-

tending to the same asymptote at S/N ratios above about 10 db. 

At lower signal to noise ratios PSK Is the better, the difference 

between DPSK and one bit telegram coils depending on the 

relationship ben~een the various noise sources present. This 

slmll~rlty betwoe1 those systems Is to be expected because of 

the nature of decoding. 

The error rates of the system deriving two bits of Information 

per telegram coli (however the phase comparison Is effected) vary 

between those of PSK/DPSK and FSK, depending on the magnitude 

of the space-borne noise on the telegram channels with relation 

to that on the PW sIgna I • For equa I va I ues of rms space-borne 

noise on al I channels the performance tends to that of PSK and 

DPSK above 10 db. For Increased space-borne noise on the 

telegram coli channels ([.c. double that on the PH channel) tt.e 

performance tends to that of FSK. For greater Increases thg 

telegram coli system Is worse than FSK. For S/N ratios below 

10 db the performance of the system Is again closely tied to the 

relationship between the various noise sources. The above 

comments also equally apply to the system In 12.8. 

At low values of S/N the error rate for a false telegram will 
-I tend to 0.156 x 10 or 1/64. This can be predicted from 

Appendix 11 because as the probability of a bit error decreases 

so the probability of the telegram being within the error 

detecting capabilities will decrrease and will become small 

compared to unity. 
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12.10 Conclusions 

In reaching conclusions from this chapter one must take 

Into account the assumptions made, especially that of tho noise 

being Gausslan anc the restricted range of the calculations. 

The results In this chapter show the slmi larity between 

PSI</DPSK and telegram coli systems using only one bit. For 

Increased space-borne noise on the telegram coli channels, which 

is more likely for the modified system due to the proximity of the 

coils to the rail, for double therms value the performance Is 

about the same as FSK. For values In excess of this then modulation 

methods represent the best form for data transmission. A~ 

Important factor with telegram coils Is their severe limitation 

on the dynamic range of the system. 

Further work on the error rates of systems v1ou Id need to 

bo done for more detailed conclusions but this can only be done 

experimentally because of the nature of the noise. This would 

have to Involve trains running under actual running conditions 

and monitoring the performance of equipment. However, the 

results In this chapter sho11 that there Is very little baste 

difference between the systems discussed, 
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13. IJISCUSS..!.Q!:J., EXTENSION OF TELEGRAM COIL SYSTE~iS AND CONCLUSIO:-IS 

This chapter contains some of tho d!scu~slon of the practical 

work and the conclusions from the thesis. lt also contains a 

short section comparing the relative costs of the two systems and 

possible other uses of telegram coils and field components. 

13.1 Discussion 

There were some problems with the experimental receiver 

built but these a-e likely to be Inherent In any system using 

phase comparisons. The main problem was one of differential 

phase shifts between channels and was caused mainly by the filters. 

Another phase shift problem occurred when limiting took place In 
. 

some of the amplifiers but this could easily be rectified by 

external limiting by zener diodes. 

There Is certainly an advantage In using some form of 

matching network with the telegram coils as the work In Section 

10.3 shows. With 1he lattice network used lt would seem 

unrealistic to accept a phase shift between the line current aod 

to I egram eo 11 current greater than that a I read)' exh I b lted at 29 

kHz when ova I uatl ng the ·re I egram (about '2.0°). As the tendency 

now Is to use higher frequencies, and If telegram coils are still 

used, then some other type of 1 a I 1-pass 1 matchIng net1·1ork must 

be used. As already pointed out, the telegram could be spilt 

Into several sections, each being individually matched but this 

is costly due to the extra number of capacitors and connections 

needed although the phase shift is considerably reduced per 

matching network, but not overal 1. 

If telegram coils were only used one side of the track it 

wou Id be better to feed ha If from each track conductor, thus 
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giving a balanced loadlna and be!r.g easier to match Into the line. 

lt Is also desirable to fix ihe telegram col Is within~!'' (~0.0032m) 

of their nominal position due to the susceptibility of this system 

to bogie movement. A similar tolerance should be adhered to tor 

·fixing of the pick-up coils. If only one componen·:- of field Is 

required from these coils on the rail foot then, by offsetting 

the pick-up from the centre lino of the rail larger values of 

flux-density will be encountered and hence Increased values of 

R". The highest values of flux-density wll I always be produced 

by the vertical component of the field (Bz). 

Because the signals from the telegram coils are received 

In parallel there are various 1~ays In feeding them to the train

borne computer. Certainly with the parallel-serial converter 

(as used here) the telegram received In ono direcilon Is not the 

reverse of that received when traversing the telegrarr In th8 

other direction. This means that a ~!fferent form of coding 

would have to be used from that used at present to dGiect 

Information such as a reverse telegram etc. 

With the system used at present, and the parallel to serial 

converte;-, no Information could bE' fed to a train-bome con.puter 

until all signals were present. This means that If the telegram 

coils are used on both rails they wll I need to be fairly 

accurately aligned, othen~lse the channels on one side ~1111 be 

on the point of dropping nway when those on the other slds are 

just coming In. If this happens, due to the t!me delay of the 

pulse counting circuits either the wrong lnfo~atlon will be 

fed In or none at a 11. ThIs Is further affected by 11 ne current 

attenuation which directly affects the flux densities, so that 

at the feed end of the line all channels may come In correctly 
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but at the far end there co~ld be pruolems. The gains of the 

vertical and horizontal channels are different (- the effective 

theshold) due to the differing values of flux density encountered 

In each case. The way In lthlch the received signals are dealt 

with may we! I be determined by the computer design. A method of 

overcoming the above problem Is to feed each channel Into Its 

own shift register store as lt Is received and then to clock 

the Information out as desired, 

The dynamic range of a system such as described Is 

dependent on R" (although unbalanced lino currents wll I upset 

thlsl for a fixed threshold. Table 11 gives predicted values of 

R" for various values of track conductor spacing and shows their 

degradation with Increased conductor spacing. From results 

obtained- practically and theoretically- lt Is advantageous 

to have the coils 1.0 metres apart and Table 11 also shows the 

advantages of closer spaced track conductors. An Improvement 

could be made on the dynamic range If, Instead of a fixed 

threshold, a variable threshold dependent on the average value 

of the parallel wire (reference) signal was used for the telegram 

coli channel or the Instantaneous value of the telegram coli 

channel Is compared with that of the reference signal. The 

limiting value for this would be determined by the S/N ratio of 

the flux densities and the permissible error rates of the 

received signal (s). The values of R" found In practice are 

larger than those predicted, this Is probably caused by the 

trolley movement not being as large as.:!:. I" horizontally and 

vertically, the values recorded being typical but al !owing for 

some misalignment of telegram and pick-up coils. 
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Induced longitudinal rat i currents fr·om the tr<1ck conductors 

could also prohibit the use of the horizontal field If they were 

excessive (see section 11.5). The system finally used should, 

however, be compatible for all regions. 

13.2 Economics 

The following Is only a very rough estimate of costs but, 

lt Is hoped, gives some Idea of the difference In costs, oven If 

lt Is only a percentage, The cost for a BR pick-up coli and a 

Loughborough pick-up coli Is approximately the same. The fixing 

cost for ono telegram pick-up coli per system would be about the 

same as a special bracket would be required for both, but If 

both sI des of the track wore usGd for the Loughborough system 

then fixing costs would be ubout doublGd, 

ThcrG wouJ d soom to be no reason why the cost of telegram 

coils for each system should be different. The advantage with 

BR telegram coils Is that they can be bolted straight to wooden 

sleepers, "'lthough concrete spoepers 11ouldreed a spoc!al fixing 

block. The Loughborough teleg~m coils, however, need special 

fixing blocks. This Is probably not a dls:~dvant:Jge as they will 

probab I y bo easy to fix to the ra 11 and most of tho cost with 

any telegram cells Is In the labour laying them. Tho actual 

cost of the receivers used to just decode telegrams Is somewhat 

difficult to estimate as no real attempt has been made to make 

the equipment for the neH system 'fall safe'. To receive one 

bit of lnforrratlon from one telegram coli and decode it 1~ould 

be che<1per for the modified system, tho cost to obtain two bits 

bolng about the same as the present B.R. recolvor. However, to 

obtain all four bits of lnfonnatlon at once from two telegram 

coils and provide :1 serial output the cost of the now receiver 
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would be about 75% more thnn tho present B~ rocolvc:-. If a 

parallel-serial convertor llilS not required and some slmpl iflcatlon 

of the computer Input resulted then 1ho rosu'tlng co3t of the 

new rocolvor might not be so much greater than the prosont BR 

receiver. The use of Integrated circuits (dlg!tul and linear) 

probably help In kooplng tho cost of the receiver for Loughborough 

telegram coils down, as also does the use of active filters. 

13.3 Possible Extension of Telegram Coils 

The disadvantage with telegram colts Is their fixed 

nature a I though they represent an adml rab I o method for the 

transmission of fixed Information. lt Is possible to use various 

control elements to WJry their phase relationship with the track 

conductor signal. This could possibly be of use In the vicinity 

of junctions where the duto for v~rlous routes Is required. 

However cost of additional equipment Is of prlmo lmportnnco. 

They arc not suitable for all types of vorlablo informotlon, 

h0wever, duo to the! r discrete nature and would be of no use for 

control purposes In a moving block signalling system. If 

switched telegram colts are used, the eq11lpmont associated with 

them must meet tho strinsent safety requirements Imposed by 

rollway administrations when used to communlcc:te vital signalling 

Information. 

13.4 Further Application of Field Components 

As lt Is possible to use two field components from the 

telegram coils it Is possible to use them without the track 

conductors by using ono field component to produce the reference 

und the other one to contain Information. If boih sides of the 

track were used then 3 bits of lnfonnatlon could be used, using 

--I 
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one field component for tho roforonce slgncl If tho coils wore 

reasonably well aligned per position. With this system thoro 

would be no lntorferlno fields from trcck conductors, only 

from adjacent coils and thnso on the opposite sldo of the track, 

If any. The values of R" ltould be those given In l'able 7 ll. 8. 

The coils could, In this 1·my, bo used In a simple system for 

conveying fixed Information to a moving train such as speed 

restriction, gradients, route Identification. The food 

requirements would be relatively easy- o constant current source 

giving adequate S/N ratio and perhaps allowing a greater tolerance 

for bogie movement. Apart froM using different flold components 

from the coils lt might be possible to uso field components 

from the parol le! wires themselves. There are three possible 

uses, these ore:-

1. an alternative to tr.:msposltlons 

2. to provide fixed Information, and 

3. section ends. 

Fig. 154 sho11s the vortical and lateral flux density 

variations In a direction transverse to the track conductors and 

for (I) and (2) by lateral displacement of the wires such that 

the maximum of the horizontal field Is always used, for a bogie 

movement of + I" a maximum dynamic range for the system v1lth a 

fixed threshold of 6:1 can be obtained <15.5 db), This figure 

tal<os Into account the permissible lino attenuation ovor one 

section providing the signals received are always sufficient to 

olvo an adequate S/N ratio, lt should bo borne In mind that 

the signal from the vortical field Is about 40% less than 

that dl rectly above the centre of the track conductors (!;ut 

about the some as tho horizontal field) and may roqLilre larger 
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line currents. Alternatively the threshold on 1X1 could be set 

by some average value of the received 'Z' signal -the dynamic 

range then being limited by receiving a signal giving an 

adequate S/N ratio. Duo to the stoop sides of the field 

pattern(s) and bogie MOVement the received signals will be 

amplitude modulated but, providing all Information on the 

carrier Is angle modulated, thoro should be no problem with 

reception. 

Transpositions could be effected by laterally displacing 

the track conductors from the centre line of the track and 

noting the changes In phase of {1 with respect to the 1Z1 signal. 

Figure 155 gives possible configurations for the track conductors. 

This method would mean that the reception of the 'Z' signal, 

track to train and vice versa, Is never Interrupted and a 

transposition pulse obtained by noting the 'X' signal passing 

through a zero as lt changes phase. The dls~dvantages Is tho 

use of lower flux densities and the fact that soma signal will 

be lost In train-to-track communication, which Is already at 

a very low level. However, the nul Is In the vertical field 

pattern from the track conductors arc eliminated giving a 

better data channel. The 'Y' field- I.e. In the direction of 

motion - which Is absent over an entire transposition section 

occurs at a conventional transposition as the currents In the 

cross connections arc In the same sense - sec fig. 156 -and 

could be used to provide an additional transposition pulse, 

providing section ends do not upset the field patterns. The 

other disadvantage of this method Is that conventional 

transpositions help reduce any longitudinally Induced currcmts, 

whereas this method does not; transpositions and conventional 
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telegrams would have to be 1slted 1 and could be placed only 

on ono side of the truck. 

Extra Information could be achieved by using the 

conventional arrangement for track conductors but displacing 

the track conductors within a transposition section to give 

additional binary Information - see fig. 157 for a possible 

track conductor configuration. This mothod would bo suitable 

for fixed Information such as gradients, distances and route 

Identification but does not lend Itself easily to the display 

of temporary changes of Information. Again placing of 

telegram coils, If used, would ue restricted. 

A third possible use of flold components from the 

track conductors Is that of section ends- I.e. the end of 

ono track loop and the beginning of tho next. Thoro arc three 

requirements here, these arc :-

1. continuity of safety carrier 

2. the production of a section end pulse, and 

3. the prevention of false Information being rccelvod 

duo to 'beating' of adjacent carrier frequencies 

In the two loops as the oscillators feeding them 

are not frequency locked. 

One solution to this problem currently bolng tested by B.R. 

Involves a telegram coli as shown In fig. 158, tho following 

method not requiring ono (fig, 159), The new section Is placed 

off-centre of the track such that the nul I In the vertical 

field of the now section llos on the centre line of the old 

section (Xl. Y1 and Y2 are such as to prevent two flolds 

Interfering on ono channel at a glvon time and to provide an 

overlap to keep continuity of carrier. Normally channel 2 
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receives I ittlo er no signal. As the end of the old section 

Is reached, channel 2 first picks up the now section, and 

then ~ftor a distance of npproxlmutely <Y 1-Y2J channel one 

'drops' out. After a furrhor distance Y2, channel ono picks 

up ag~in followed shortly by channel 2 'dropping' out. Thus 

continuity Is maintained, any beating effects virtually 

eliminated, and an end of section pulse can be obtained by 

noting that channel one 'drops' out anJ picks up again. This 

Is used so that failure of a channel wll I road In a section 

end pulse and put the train computer In a more restrictive 

mode. Figure 160 shows the onv&lopes of the received signals. 

lt Is best to receive tho 'X' signal at the feed end of a 

line due to lt always being less In magnitude than the vortical 

signal. 

13.5 Conclusions 

The work described in this thesis shows the practical 

application of the Initial Investigations carried out. The 

period of time spent at Derby hc:s certainly shown the problems 

prevalent In a rat I way environment and lt Is hop.:d that this 

experience has helped to provide a reasonable working system. 

The modified telegram coli system giving extra 

Information per coli certainly reduces the length of track 

needed for a telegram, especially If both sides of the trock 

are used. The placing of the telegram coils on the roll foot 

Is also advantag~>Ous as they are not restricted to sleeper 

spacing and are also loss likely to be damaged by track 

maintenance equipment, e.g. tomplng machines. On the other 

hand coils In this position are more of a nuisance when 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
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replacing r~lls. 

A system using small coils on the rail foot Is certainly 

suscoptlblo to boglo muvomcnt but with suitable siting of 

telegram coils (e.g. not on a junction) and positioning of 

pick-up calls this short-coming con be minimised. The 

dynamic range of systems using telegram coils seems adequate 

for the length of sections of track conductors envisaged at 

present, it being advantageous to use J.Om spaclngs If 

possible. Unbalanced lino currents might well reduce this 

range, but by matching the telegram Into the balanced lino 

this affect Is virtually ellml,~tod, only an earth fault being 

of conaern. The coils might Impose a minimum value of llne 

current although the value of magnetic field produced by the 

parallel \<lros for the control pick-up coli Is slightly loss 

than tne minimum experienced from the coils at an extreme of 

the bogie movement. 

The Inductance of telegrams connected Into the tr~ck 

conductors causes a decrease In the velocity of propagation 

which also moons a decrease of wavelengths on the line. 

This moans that standing waves could be a problem on the lino, 

especially for the new coils with their higher Inductance. 

Section 10.3 certainly sho\;s this affect and the advantages 

of matching telegrams into the track conductors. 

The chapter on error rotes shows that there Is little 

basic difference between the use of telegram coils and the 

forms of rrDdulatlon discussed. Ho1~ever, the position of coils 

on the roll foot and their proximity to conductor rolls (e.g. 

the Southern Region) might limit their use but at present 

thoro Is Insufficient detailed knowledge about this source of 
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lntcrfcrenco and Its effect on relogram coils. 

Whilst telegram coils do hove certain dis~dvontogcs 

they do represent an odmlr~blo method of transmitting llmltod 

omounts of fixed lnformotlon and with high rollablllty. The 

system could be enhanced by using the extra dota transmission 

focllltles discussed In section 13.4. 
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Appendix I. 

To she\~ tho cmf induc~d in a stationary coli sltuatod In a low 

frequency magnetic field is proportional to the flux density 

cutting the coi I. 

Assurring thoro t? bo no rodiation effects, the flux density 

from o coil in space carrying a low frequency current can be 

o:<pressed as ·-

B = k.f(x,y,zl.r 

For a fixed point i.1 space, i .c. x, y, and z arc fixed 

tlion B a I 

Nov1 the omf i nducod in a sm I I pick-up eo 11 Is g i VE:.n by 

f Ei.Js 
s 

If the planJ of tho coil is in the x- y plane then dS Is 

parallel to the z oxis. 

r:·: /~ 

<~---ts 
./ ~~--

:/ -- -·-71· - ------ ---- -~ y 

// I 
I 

I 
{:"'X ! 

Now B.dS = 3 dS Cos e (\>lhcro e Is the angle beh1eon B one: ciS) 

<md 1'i = 8 + 8 + 8 . 
X y Z 

B. dS = BzdS 
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If the area of th0 pick-up c~JJ romoins constant then 

ea 

therefore 

e CL 

as a1 
atz a at 

at 
at 

But w is constant, henco o a t but Bz a I. 

thorofore o a Bz 

Hence the emf i nc.ucod l n tho eo i l l s a mo<Jsuro of the f I ux 

density perpendicular to the plane of the coil and it can 

therefore bo used for moasurln!) componortis of flux density. 
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Appendix 2. 

Magnetic Field from a Rectangular Coil. 
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Consider each side of the rectangle separately and as being 

made up from small elements ds. The magnetic vector potential 

Is given by :-

But in this case Sr << I, therefore e-jSr = 1. This means that 

tho amplitude and phase of the current in the rectangular coil Is 

essentially the same at any point. 

Hence for AD 

+b 

= ~; J 
-b 

rty+a) 2 
'· + <x-s)Z 

but B = Curl A 



- I ~ j 

i3 ' " J 
,,_ . • = ' i k : 

' I 
I 
,3/ox 3/By 3/3z 

there~ore 

6 -
X 

g
2 

Fielc Component. 

at s = 

at 5 = 

B CAD} z 

let (v-s) " 

therefore d!> 

.. 8 z (AD} 

+bl 

-b, 

Ax 0 

a A 
ay 

X 
I 

ul 
- 4rr 

+ 

0 

aAx s = B 0 a 
y az I X 

J
b -Cy+a} ds 

\Cy+a)2 + Cx-sJ2 
-b 

(· •+al 2". t Tan e . -
' = -\z2 + ·- (y+aJ2J• Sec2 o d6 

5 = +b 

+ 

= ~z .::.ul.::..:..;<y'-+..:a:.:.l ____ J Cos e de 
411 (zZ + (y+aJZJ 

s = -b 

s = tan-! x-b 

[z2 + (y+aJ2 J 
e = tan 

-I x+b 

\ z2 + Cy+aJ 2] 

- 3 

~· '" Z-l -'-

Hence -u1 (y+a l \Sin 
I 
!..-

("-an -I x-b , l 
4·rCz2 + (y+a)2J Cz2 + Cy+al 2} 

- Sin(tan -I X+ b '} l- (I} 

Lz2 + (y+a J2j J 

bu-t- Sin(tan-l ~ } 
y 

= X !( x' + y'9 • 

and <I l si mp I if i es to give :-

uiCy+a} X + b 
--------~~~--------, 

Cy+al 2 + (x+bl2J' 

X - b 



Similarly the B components of field due to the curr~nt in z 

the remaining si des are :-

Bz <BC> 
,.. u T<y-a > r X - b = a z 41T(z2 + (y-aJ2 , fz2 + (y-a)2 + <x-bJ 2} - ' 

X + b ) lz2 + <y-aJ2 + (x+b> 2J 

8z<AB> " ui<x-b) 
r \z2 + 

y - a 
= az. I z 

41T(z2 + (x-b)2) <y-aJ2 + <xo.bJ2) . ' 
+ a 

] (y+a)2 + <x-bl 2) ' ~z2 + 

r 

I r z2 + --
+ a 

(y+al 2 + (x+bl 2] 

-a 1 
[z2+ (y-al 2 + (x+bJ 21 '1 

The total field Is then given by ·-

8 = B <AD) + B (BC) + B (1\8) + B (CO) z z z z z 

The sign of Bz(.,) is determined by the right hand corkscrew 

rule. This can be checked as each field at x = 0 and y = 0 is 

positive for the given direction of current. 

£y Field Component. 

Here only the sides AD and BC produce a field in this 

direction. From aoove 

In the same way as Bz was derived the following expressions 

are obtained. 

B (AD) 
y 

~ • ufz _ 
y 41T(z2 + (y+al 2) 

,.. x-b 1 ! [z2 + (y+al 2 + <x-bl 2J • 

x + b 11 
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- " u!z L x + b By(OC) c ay. f 1 
4~ (z2 + (y-a)2) ~z2 + <y-a)2 + (x+b)2~ 

The total'y'field Is then given by ·-

~x field co~ponent. 

Using 

Again only two sides contribute to this field - AB and CD. 

,... 
" 

and by a ~recess similar to the above, 

ulz 
-x 4~(z2 + (x+bl 2 > 

And the total field Is then given by :-
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Appendix 3. 

~lagnetlc Field produced by a Circular Coil. 

X 

\o. J 
\Y---r--

I 
' 

/ 

Starting again vilth the magnetic vector potential for a low 

frequency current, i.e. 

!\ = !:!..... f Ids 
'-~" r' 

on substituting the known parameters shmm In the diagram, 

A = _u l JZ" 7~--:---r..!a;.::d~t.,.' --;;-::-:rc:-:--:-n , 
41T (z2 + p"- + a2 - 2apCos ~' )7 

0 

" • a 4> r (ds = ad$) 

Tho point P can be considered as lying in the y-z plane for 

a circular col I without any loss of generality. This simplifies 

the expression for A slightly. 

The unit vector a<l>' can nm~ be expressed In terms of the unit 

vectors of the coordinate system, 

a0, = a$ Cos 4>' + aPSin 4>' 

A thus appears to have both a a~, and ap component but the 

integration can be carried out to show that P = 0. This snould 
p 
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be obvious si nee 'Th = o. 

" Therefore A~ 
u!c r11

(z 2 
Cos 2' dcj>' 

2apCos~'>l <.l c;>' Imp- + pZ + aZ -
0 

Using the definition B = Curl A and expanding. 

Thus, 

i3 z 

B = z 
A 

ur [J211 

a Cos p' dp' ! 
411 o(z2 + p2 + a2-2upCos w'l 

uCos p'(p 2aCosro '> d6' 1 
(z2 + p2 + a2-2apCos <I> 1 J l 

By IntroducIng two new variables,13 = 11 - m' and 2 

k2 4ae the equations can be rearranged 
(a+p )2 + z2 

sir~pl if led to 

" ~ 8 = nz. z 
211 

' + 
u2 - p2 -

(a - p )2 + 

r 11 

Let K = J T 

0 

yield the foll01dng :-

r r;. 
( 

J (I 
• ((a+p)2 + z2) :... 

0 

z2 I;. (I k2Sin2a>tda] 
z2 

0 

dO and E 0 

(! - k2 Sin2 a> 

d8 

k2Sin2a> 

= I;: 
0 

unC: 

then K and E are complete elliptic in·regrals of the first and 

second kind rGspectively. 

Hence, 

c = ~ z • ((a+p)2 + z2) 

Using a similar analysis, 

i- - p2 - -2-
(a-p )2 + z2 

B 
,.. 
a • 

p p z '\--:<+ 
((a+p)2 + z2) 

3 2 +p2 + 2 2 

(a-p)2 + z2 
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Using x, y, and z components to simplify measurements, then 

B = B SIn <P y p 

and B • B Cos .p 
X p 

X 
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Appendix 4. 

Magnetic Fields Produced by Tilted Coi Is. 

Consider the coil tilted In the manner shown in the diagram 

below. 

21 

" Yt 

By using the transformations 

y z1 Sin e + Y1 Cos e 

and z = z1 Cos e - Y1 Sin e 

a change of axes can be accomplished giving the field components, 

Bx, Qy and Bz in terms of Y1 and z1• The field components with 

respect to the new set of axes are then given by :-

Bzt = B z Cos e + B y Sin e 

By, B Cos y e - B z Sin e 

8Xi = B 
X 

Field components from coi Is ti I ted in a different arrangement 

than shown above can be obtained by suitable change of axes. 



Appendix 5. 

Field Components from Multi-turn Coils. 

If the coi Is are made from thin wire and are closely V/ound, 

the resulting coil, to a good approximation, can be considered 

as made up from an equal numbe- of parallel turns. The diagram 

shown beloli depicts an enlarged coi I with total number of 

turns N. 

If a field coMponent from one tur~ is given by f(x,y,zl, 

th~ total field at some given point in space is made up fro, 

the summation of all the parallel turns of wire, i.o. 

[l =:?: ofallparallelturns 

or ·-
N 

B l: f(x,y,z-ndl 
n=o 
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Appendix 6. 

The Field Produced by Helrnholtz Col Is. 

--------+---------------~4--------> 
~ 

d. 

The field on the axis between the two coils is given by • 

H (z,Ol = a2I [ + I 1 
z 2 [a2 + (z+d)2]3/2 Ca2 + (z-d)2]3/2 

-3/2 
z(z + 2dl} + + 

a2 + d2 

Using the Binomial expansion -

(I + u)3!2 1 _ 3u + 15u2 
2 8 .............. 

Substituting this in tho above equation 

H2!z,O) = a21 t 2 + 
2(a2 

In 11hlch 

but, 

H"(z 0) 
z ' 

c2 

= 

+ d2 t3/2 

= l5d2 - 3(a2 
(a2 + d2)2 

C z2 + C z4 
2 4 

+ d2) 

....... 1 

wh i eh = it z and rare sufficiently small. 
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Now Hz<z,p) can be expressed as a series (see B.bhc'!.'""Ph'd5 

p. 300), therefore, 

H :z,Ol -z 

If the dlrronslons are n011 suitably chosen to make c
2 

= 0, 

I .c. a = 2d 

then 

i .c. 

= . . . . . . . . . . . ] 

tJeg I edi ng the tonn in z4, 

To the same approximation Hp(z,p) = 0. 

This design nakes possible the production of homogeneous 

magnetic fields. Hence, 

4ud2l 
(5d::)3/2 

for V:Jiuos .:lose ro the axis. 



Appendix 7. 

Fields froM Scale ll10dcls of the Coi Is. 

(JJ Circular Coils. 

The 'rho' component of field from a circular col I is given 

by :-

8 
0 

11oiz -!: 
Z1rp[ (a+,oJ2 + z'} 

-K + -=---'· L a2 + p2 + z2 E 1 

(a-p)2 + z2 J 
(see Appendix 3). 

The elliptic integer parameter k is given by:-

k2 4ap 

(a+pJ2! + zl. 

If all the dimensions are scaled d0\·111 by a factor n, and the 

new variables denoted by a prime, then 

4 ~ tt 
a p 2 z2 
(- + -) +-
n n n2 

_4:::Jap~-
(a+p)2 + z2 

= 

Hence the value of the elliptic integrals remain unaltered by 

I !near sealing. 

The ' rho prime' component of f i c Id is then given by • ·• 

z 

B' = 110I n 1 ~ 
27f 2 ' 

p 

p r a p 
2 z~ L - (- + --) + :::2 

n ~ n n n 

= [-K + 

a2 p2 
-K + j12 +:::-z n 

a P 2 
(-- -) 
n n 

a2 + p2 + 22 

<a-pJ2 + z2 

z2 
+:::-z El n 

z2 
+:::-z n 
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Thus, if the current is also scaled by a factor n, the 

magnitude of the field Is the same as before linear scaling. 

A similar analysis can be effected for the Bz field of a circular 

coil and the same results are obtained, 

(2) Rectangular Colts. 

A similar process on the expressions for the field 

components of rectangular coils also yields the same results. 

Hence lt is possible by linear scaling of all dimensions 

and the current to produce an exact model of the coils and the 

parallel wires of the proposed system. 
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APPENDiX 8 

Consider -the plt.k-up c-oli as o signal generator, whose 

emf Is proportional to frequency, In series with an lnduc+aoce. 

1.01\D 

·'-

Whete s = J<o 

Now, 

R ks 
R+sL 

If R « sl, 

Rk 
v0 t L (j .e. lndcpr>ndent of frequency) 

At 30kHz the average reactance of a pick-up c0fl (l t 410~H) 

- ls about 780. The o~tp~t voltage Is also dependent on R so 

that R must be as largo as possible tC' g!v0 a ne:~rly constant 

output voltage. A value of R = 47n wus taken as a compromise. 
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APPENDIX 9 

P.W. Input Signal 

Assuming a low Input Impedance amplifier such that 

over the frequency range considered the receiver sees a virtually 

constant Input voltage regardless of frequency. Let the conversion 

factor from line current to flux density be ~and the flux 

density/Induced aerial voltage factor and receiver gain be K. 

The receiver output voltage Is then given by ·-

v = K~ 1 
0 where I Is the line current 

plus noise. 

As the receiver Is band·pass, on~ can assume that the receiver 

picks up only narrow band noise • . 
Let the signal current be I cos w t and the narrow band line s 0 

noise be x(t)cos w0t - yCtl sin w
0

t 

Then, so far, v0 Is given by 

v0 = I<~ [ cis + x(t)) cos w
0
t- y(t)sln w

0
t] 

To this must be added any 'space-borne' noise which, In terms 

of Its f I ux dens lty can bo 11rltten as 

Total output voltage Is then given by :-

v0 = K~ [cis + x(t))cos w0t- yCtlsln w0t} + r{x
0

(t)cosw
0
t 

- y0Ct) sin w
0
tJ 

which by writing 

x' = x<t> + x Ctl/n, y' = y(t) + y Ctl/~ 
0 0 

. ,. 
v = K~ j <I + x'l cos w t- y' sin w0t] 

0 • s 0 

and (x' (tl) 2 = ( yf{t)] 2 = a• 2 
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and tha signal to noise ratio Is defined as 

Space-borne and line noise are assumad uncorrefated 
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APPENDIX 10 

P.W. and T.C. Input Signal 

Assuming input conditions as In Appendix 9 but with 

~the line current/flux density conversion factor and K
1 

the 

flux density/Induced aerial voltage and receiver gain for the 

te I egram co I I channe I • 

The output voltage of the TC receiver can be written In the form 

where x"<tJ ~ x(t) + XI (tJ/.p 

y"(t) = y(t) + yl (tJ/.p 

x(t) and y(t) are assumod as In Appendix 9 and x
1
(tJ, y I (t) 

are associated with the space-borne noise associated with 

t~e T.C. channel and are correlated with x
0

(t), y
0

(t) as 

defined In Appendix 9. 

Using a multiplier detector (PII signal + TC signal) .and low 

pass fllte~and assuming sampling at maximum of TC signal, 

the proba:>iiHyof receiving a 11rong bit Is given by (using ref. 

17 p 587) 

P(f) = QC/a,/t)) -

ond A = 

V2 b r a+ • l ( re-) 
1 + .,2 exp ~ - - 2- j • 

0 
vab 

V = 

+ 

+ A 
-A 

and p Is the normalised auto-covarlance between the two space-

borne noises. 
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The S/N ratio can be defined In terms of either the 

TC channel or the PW channel and In either case Is directly 

expressable In terms of lino current. 

This Is defined as 

s2 c 

or s2 a 

lot 

T 2 
s 
2 2 2 (cr +cr

0 
) 

l 2 
s 
2 2 2(cr +cr

1 
) 

1 2 
s 

- Pil 

- TC 

or 

.,.2 2 
" cri 

I 2 
s 

For calculations the S/N Is taken as that from the P, wires. 

From n and </> must be subtracted the va I ue of the I nterferl ng 

fields between coils and Nlres <Appendix 12). By alteration 

of the various parameters above, calculation of the error 

rate for any channel compared Hlth another can be effected -

e.g. substitution for cr 1 by cr2 for channel TC2 compared with 

tha P~l signal. 
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APPENDIX 11 

Probability of a False Telegram 

Let a telegram consist of N digits of which e are for error 

detecting purposes. Assu'lllng a Hamming distance of d, then 

ford or more errors thoro is the possibility of a false, 

but valid, telegram being received. 

Probability of being within error code detecting capabilities 

Is, assuming a bit error rate P
0

, 

d - I 
= z: 

k = 0 

Probability of being outside code capability (I.e •. ~ d-1 errors) 

I - p 

If there are e error correcting digits only one combination 

Is correct for a given telegram, and assuming the digits 

received are uncorrelatod, thoro Is J chance of 1/2e of the 

error correcting digits being correct. 

prob. of detection Is 

(I.e. outside the code capability) 

Total probability of detecting an error, In or outside codo 

capability = P + (I-Pl(l-l/2el 

• . . Probability of not detecting the error- I.e. possibility 

of receiving a false telegram Is 

I - P + (1-Pl(l- l/2el 

I - P =-
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APPENDIX 12 

Effects of Interference 

Let~ be the conversion for the P. wires from line 

current to flux density and K the receiver gain from field 

Induced voltage to' amplifier gain, the output of t~e recerver 

can be given by 

<I = l(slg.} + I (line noise)) 

Vlhere b Is 1spacEC-borne 1 noise. If there Is an Interfering 

field from a neighbouring coli 11lt-h current t-o flux density 

conversion fact-or E 

v0 = Kcpl - KEr + l<b 

= Kcp 1 1 + b/ 4>' where p' = cp - E 

I.e. conversion factor= theoretical Interference free factor 

- Interference factor. 

A similar analysis can be done for the telegram cells 

Including Interference from P. v1lres and adjacent cells. 

For the worst possible case the line current/flux density 

conversion factors the Individual Interference factors just 

have to be subtracted from the lntorfere~ce free value, 
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APPENDIX 13 

The Correlation between the Quadrature Components of a 

1'-lagnetlc Field produced by a Col lectlon of Noise Sources. 

A random noise source Is assumed producing a magnetic 

field In space, the noise being Gausslan and narrow band (the 

receiver containing the filters>. This resultant vector Is 

resolved Into two components which are In quadraturc, and 

corrc~pond to those used In telegram transmission employing 

telegram cells. 

Let a noise source generate a magnetic field In space 

and which can be represented by ~ vector n(t) with direction e. 

-!'- N'l ('t) • 
j n(tl Sm f) 

I 
l 
I 

! 
t 
I 

Assuming the noise to be narro11 band, this can then be 1·1rltten 

as :-

\/here 

i<t> l<tJ 

lt Is then possible to 11rlto do1m expressions for N
2

<t> and 

tlx<tJ. If all distances are no11 assumed much less than a 

wavelength- I.e. radiation effects can be neglected, the 

v~lue of the magnetic Induction field can be considered at 

two poInts remote from the source. 
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'N·~i;;.

Sou.t' c.:! 

I In the Induction field the signal falls off as ;z 
Honce the two components at Pt. I are :-

and at point two are :-

t.J, (t) 
and -'l...z

q 

and 

l~m1, considering an assembly of noise sources producing 

magnetic fields n1Ctl--- nn(t), In the directions e
1 

and 

. 
-en respectively, where 

= a 2 
k 

The two components can then be represented at pt. I by . 

n 
NIZ Ctl = !:: 

k=l 

where rkj denotes the distance from the kth noise source 

(k=l, .... , n) at point j (j=l or 2), 
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Similarly for pt. 2, 

n 
N2x<t> = r nk<t> cos ek 

k~l r 2 
k2 

n I c::nd N2z<t> = I: nk<tl sin ek 2 k=l rl(2 

If pt. 2 Is assumed the position for the parallel 1~lrc pick

up coil and pt. I for the telegram coli pick-ups, the products 

of Interest are ·-

No\/ a signal can be written In the form 

e = (sec Ref. 18, page 76) 

\/hen calculating the above products, the normalised cross 

covarianco function Is defined as <see Ref. 17, page 317) ·-

which can be written In toms of xk<tl and yk(t) and gives 

(letting xk(t) = xk and yk(t) = k) 

= 

Using the above definition for the product N
1
z<t> x N2z<tl, 

the cross covarlance can be 1~rltten down as :-

P <IZ2Z) 

If all the noise sources arc assumed completely random, then all 
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products such as xkxm and y
1 
y (where k # m) are zero, then < m 

P((z2Zl = + 

2 2 2 2 
< n crk sin ek)"t c n Clk sin ek )-l: r.. . ~ 
k=l q<( k=l rk2 

If one noise Is predoml nant, t .e. 2 2 2 source cri >> cr2 , a3 

an
2

, then 

2 stn2 e
1 a, 

2 2 rrr rzr 
p ( IZ2Zl ~ + a

1 
sin e

1 cr1 sJ·e
1 = + I 

r .2 
11 rrl 

If, on the other hand, n ~ ~, I.e. en Infinite number of noise 

sources, lt can be shown that p may take any value bet1-1een +I 

and -1 depending on the physic<JI distribution of the noise 

sources and the direction of the associated magnetic fields. 

This can also be shown to be tho case for various degrees of 

correlation between the various noise sources except for full 

correlation ~1hen p((z2zl again tends to !,1. A similar analysis 

can also be done for the other products required and the same 

conclusion~ can be drawn. 
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AUTOMAT! ON ON TH~ RI\ I L\~AYS 

I. I ntr-oductl on 

Railways have often been criticised for lagging fen

behind the state of technology and In many cases tt has been 

quite justified. This has been caused by lack of mcney, foresight 

and planning, I.e., poor management- and lack of technically 

qualified people In thP right jobs to bring In new Ideas and 

Implemen-t them. On the other hand railways 1d 11 always, generally, 

tend to lag a little behind technology, especially In s!gnalllng, 

due to the stringent safety requirements to which they must 

adhere. lt Is probably for this reason that their safety record 

Is second to none In passenger transporT. 

In the very early days of raJ !11ays they kept up with 

tech~ology by their development and use of the relay and the 

telegrilph. H01;e•1e:, the appearance of the electronic valve 

changed the situation. The valve, by Its very nature, tends to 

be fragll e and In a ra 11 way envl ronment, espec I a 11 y on a 

locomotive, would probably not have a very long life. This, 

coupled with the relative difficulty of obtaining suitable power 

supplies on a steam locomotive a~d the desire for "fall-safe'' 

1;orklng of equipment, Is where railways a~d electronics parted. 

Events now seem to have turned full circle and most railway 

authorities seem to be looking at electronics (Reference I J and 

what mcdern technology cdn offer. 1'/hy Is this? \'IIth the steam 

locoMOtive fast disappearing the possibilities for further 

automation are manifold. From early days It was realised that 

forms of control minimising human error and judgement 1;ere 

desirable. The first form of control was the mechanlcal signal 

In Its various forms. This represented a one way communication 
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- apart from the driver i hrowl ng ''a message" out at a station 

wrapped around a lump of coal. This single 'go 1 channel 11as 

very soon realised to be Inadequate and a return channel using 

the track circuit and axle counter were developed and thus 
·-<f - .. 

• 
provided a two way communication but 11lth very limited 

lnformutlon capacity. \1Ith higher train speed,; and loads and 

the desire for higher efficiency In the use of men and equipment, 

further attempts at automation were Inevitable and greater 

concentrations occurred. The entirely mechanical signal box 

gave way to the electro-mechanical box and finally to the modern 

signal boxes of today with route setting and train description 

to cope v1lth present traffic - but 11hat about tomorrow? 

\/hat has happened In the past has on I y been the 

translation of p1·evlous Ideas Into the hardware of a new 

technology, mechanical Interlocking to electro-mechanical 

Interlocking (I.e. relays). The principles of signal ling have 

remained basically the same and not much regard has been paid to 

modern technology In exploiting new Ideas and maybe changes In 

the basic philosophies of signal ling and control of trains. 

\1ith the state of technology at the moment and the Investigation 

Into other concepts of signalling (References 2-4), It would seem 

that a mere translation of Ideas Is not what Is required, but 

a complete rethink. The technologies of transistors, core 

storage devices, Integrated clrcuJi·s, MSI, todlng etc. open up 

hltherro unobtainable possibilities. This opportunity should 

not, and must not, be passed by. Here one has the possibility 

of creating systems whereby movements of trains can be more 

closely control led together with the possible Interaction of 

signalling and the motive power units themselves (I.e. the diesel 
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and electric tractlo~ mo+ors), and hence providing stili higher 

degrees of safety. 

Although this article ls basically about slgnalilng the 

other areas of railway automation must not be forgotten- !.e. 

passenger control (commuter and suburban railways) automatic 

fare collection, automatic coupling, wagon identification, 

data collection and transmission. Howevar, as far as train 

movements are concerned, most of these are fringe effects and 

lt Is automatic train control that will have the greatest 

effect on ral 1\~ay operation. Alre<'ldy partial effects of automation 

have been felt- A.I1.S.,Ind.u::.·\ System (Reference 5), colour 

light signals, automatic route setting and recently Southern 

Region A.II.S. (Ref. 6). This lest Item represents quite a 

large stop forward with the use of much more electronics (apart 

from one or two Isolated cases e.g. the Henley ScherJe, Ref.7). 

However, as equipment is further built up lt should conform to 

an overai I national plan (excluding underground railways and rapid 

transit systems) - even international If possible (cf. work of 

U.I.C.). This Is especially Important for countries with 

international borders, and also for Britain with the possible 

construction of the channel tunnel to facilitate the through 

running of trains. Any changeover can obviously not occur 

'overnight' and this period wlll probably have its troubles which 

can be minimised by careful pre-thought and design. During this 

period ne1~ systems may have to be bul lt partially on to the old 

to maintain continuity of services but eventually the new must 

supercede the old, except where design ls otherwise. 

Another point not yet mentioned Is, what ls the final aim 

of automation? Is this the driverless train or Is lt to merely 
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supervise the driver? l~hat 1·1ould bG the psychological aspect 

of a driverless train for passeng0rs? The work at the moment 

seems to be tending towards a supervised driver sys+em -this 

not only Increases the present safety standards but also allows 

the driver to maintain his driving ski I 1. On the other hand, 

for a fully automatic railway at least one man Is still required 

on the train to take care of any emergencies besides the normal 

functions of ticket control etc. Is the final aim also centralised 

traIn control? The f I na I ans~ter to thIs must sure I y be "Yes" 

although it Is probably the final step of the automation process. 

2. The Need for Automation 

The maIn reason for automat! on l s economIc, a I though 

closely linked wlth this Is the desire for better operating 

possibilities and the ability to compete with other forms of 

transport, e.g. road and air. f"uch of the railway's assets arc 

fixed, I.e. the bulk of the capital of the railways Is In fixed 

Installations, and hence the desire to use these to the full. 

The assets are mulnly the trackwork, the signalling, motive 

power, rolling stock, and buildings. Stundards of service have 

to be maintained and lmproved,yet the costs must In turn be 

minimised. This can only be achieved by better utlllsatloo1 of 

assets. 

There Is also the need, through automa+ion, of optimum 

control of train movements. Included In this are the problems 

of minimising train delays, keeping to timetable ~tlth minimum 

energy consumption, minimising travelling times and generally 

reducing the effects of human control \'/here possible. This In 

turn ro(euses personnel for other duties or reduces labour 

charges. The possibility of human error Is also reduced and 
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hence safety standards are lncre<"sed ~ihlch Is a prerequisite for 

high speed ~1orklng. Another need directly connected with high 

speed 11orklng is the desire to provide advance information for 

the control of the motive power unit - either for driver 

supervision or complete automation, This is because of the 

much longer braking distances required by high speed trains and 

the desire to relieve the driver from observing every line 

side Instruction (e.g. signals, l~hlstle boards, etc.) which 

becomes Increasingly tiring and hence unreliable at high speeds, 

This Information Is to aid the driver In taking decisions and 

to supervise him, I.e. to make sure the train Is within the 

speed limit prevailing abd Its bra~lng capabilities. These are 

especially Important In bad weather conditions and places of 

high density working. 

3, The Requirements of Automation 

The previous section outlined the need for automation, 

this section deals with the requirements Imposed by lt on staff 

and equipment. It Is probably true that anything can be done

but at a price. This would seem to be so for automation on the 

railways but cost Is an overriding fuctor In how far technical 

development can go. As mentioned In the Introduction, the main 

Impetus for automation must be the close control of train 

movements. This Immediately Involves signalling and Information 

transmission which are the keys to the whole situation. No 

matter how good rot ling stock and locomotives are, the system 

Is only as good as Its signal system allows. The present 

signalling system Is Inflexible because lt consists of fixed 

distances between track-side signals, A much more flexible 

syste~ Is that known as moving block, the fundamentals of which 
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are more ful :y discussed !~the rext section. However, this 

type of slg11alllng system does require more lnformarlon flow than 

the present system anc:la'so requires a VGry reliable com:nunlcatlon 

channel. 

The posltlonlrg of the equipment for automation (at the 

trackslde or on the locomotive) depends on the type of railway 

systGm - underground ard commuter servl ce or maIn 11 ne ra 11\I:JY -

and thG information flow (sGe section 5). 11hlchever system Is 

used certain minimum safety re~ulremonts must be met and lt Is 

to be hoped that al I new developments will not only maintain 

the present safety and reliability standards but also lmproVG thG~. 

What does this mean for thG Gqulpment? Probably the utmost 

standurd In rall11ay signalling Is safety which Is achieved by 

1 fni I safe' 11orklng. Attitudes to this will probably hnve to 

clmnge, for whilst 'fall safe' is n very desirable principle, the 

question remains as to 11hether every failure In electronic 

equipment can be made 'fall safe'. Every failure mode must be 

exam!nGd beforehand and eve;·y effort should be made to make 

all possl ble failures tend towards the 1safe-s!de 1 • ~llth the 

rellnblllty of modern components 11h:1t they are, one must ask-

If the probability of a ~rong-slde failure with 'fail safe' 

relay technology Is I n, Is not a wrong-side failure of "fall 

safe blnsed (I.e. not entirely fall-safe) equipment of I : IOn 

not as good, ora:en better than for the relay technique, if the 

overai i failure rate for the new equipment Is also I : n (I.e. 

right-side failures of 9 : IOnl? This, of course, Is 3 question 

which has no "Yes" or ":!o" ans11er but one which must be borne 

In mind and at some time In the none too distant future be 

tho,-oughly examined. The problem then arises of constructing 
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'fail-safe' units wiih ~one 'fall-safe' building blocks and this 

may have to use special switching techniques. However, the 

construction of equipment must be such that units are easily 

Interchangeable In order to minimise the effects of failures. 

But what of the actual process of automating? How 

should this be done and what should each step do? it Is certain 

that complete automation will not appear suddenly and the design 

of equipment must be so that it can be Introduced In stages, 

although the ful I benefit from It will not be derived until 

later. Every step must be needed and not rendered superfluous 

after the Introduction of the next or other units and a 11 

equlpr.lent must be compatible although, due to the time delays 

between different Installations, different technologies may be 

used. The locomotive equipment naturally must conform with the 

above but what affect should an equipment failure have? This 

should a!lvays tend to have a more restrictive effect, I .e. 

bringing the train speed down or to a standstill If necessary 

whether the train Is ful Iy automatic or not. During a change

over period, two signal systems may have to coexist and If a 

failure occurs on, say, high speed equipment it seems logical 

to bring the speed of the particular train down to within the 

capabilities of the conventional signal! ing equipment. During 

any change-over period It must also be possible to use non

equipped trains, although their use would prohibit the full use 

of tile new system. Eventually the old system must be discarded 

but It can be argued thai 0n emergency stand-by system Is necesscry. 

This could consist of a skeleton form of a conventional signalling 

system 111llch Is activated by a defective section.or b'j the 

passage of a dGfective train. Th!s systeM would have low capacity 
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but would perm! t i ra r n ope rat! c.,, AQ1 J n, whe+her 7110 sysTem:, 

can be kept depends on costs. 

The Information channel must certainly have extra capacity 

to cope with any future developments and a 11 data transmission 

mus·r be such that no additional Information Is r·equ!r-ed for a 

change from supervised drive; to full automa1lon, If needed. 

This 11ould mean that all the lnform<Jtion for full automation 

Is available In the train and probably al I th<Jt has to be done 

Is to Instal I the actual control devices between the control 

signals and the mech<Jn!caJ/electr!cal train controls. 

Apart from these requirements on equipment there must 

be changes In the need for personnel and possible re-training. 

For drivers there must obviously be re-training on driving 

1~lth the ne11 equIpment and system und the actions to be taken l n 

cases of failure or emergency. New attitudes will h<Jve to be 

taken by the drivers and they must have absolute trust In their 

equipment. But what about other staff? Automation wll I need 

specialists In the fields of electronics, cybernetics, Information 

and data processing who will largely replace the signal engineer 

and controllers of today. Some people can be re-trained for 

ne~·li y created jobs but the r l ght mn shou Id be used where the 

job demands lt. These are all things which taJ(e time and something 

at which an early start has to be made, There 1dll most likely 

be problems that must be sorted out with the unions over new 

methods of Y~orkl ng and redundznc I es. However, no '!latter 11hat 

may happen ¥1Ith automation the human being wil I still be the 

highest SL•pervlsory organ but with all his actions highly 

scrutl nl sed. 
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4. New Signalling Concepts 

Conventional signal ling consists of fixed space blocks 

and the principles on which this Is lrrplemented are well known 

and wll I not be further discussed hare. The modern four aspect 

signalling represents an advance on the other forms of 

signalling. lt represents a digital type of moving space 

block system with I lmf+ed capacity, the maximum only being 

approachGd at the higher speeds. \IIth Increasing the number 

of aspects the capacity can be !~proved but here a cost factor 

comes In. As the number of aspects Increases the system 

quickly approaches a genuine mcvlng space block. Is the only 

nev1 sIgna Ill ng system one where the d l stance between successIve 

trains Is equal to the maximum braldng distance needed by the 

fastest train In the system? No, there are other signal 

concepts- all of which are dependent on distance keeping-

a fundamGntal requirement - but the distance Is not always 

constant as shown below. 

where 

I • 

Th0re are five basic types of moving block. Letting 

S = minimum spacing of trains 

VA = speed of leading train 

speed of trailing train V = 
B 

f = braking constant (decoleratlonl 

Vm = maximum f!,lo speed 

0 ~ VA, VB :; V1,1 

Relative M~vlng 

s = 

Block (R.M.B. l 

2 
(VA - VB) 
-zf--

2. Pure Moving Block (P.M.B.l 



3. Moving Time Block (M.T.B.J 

s 

4. :,loving Space Block <M.S.B.J 

5. r~ultl-Valued f~ovlng Block (M,V.M.B.J 

I • s 
y2 

= M 
2f 

-· steady state 

2. s 
y2 

= 8 
2f 

- approaching target 

These above deflnltlo~s are Ideal and have to be modified In 

practice to Include such Items as train length, system measurement 

to I erunces and overrun dIstances (11h l eh Idea 11 y shou Id be speed 

dependent), From the a~ove definitions It can be seen that ihe 

distance between two trains Is a function of at the most three 

variables of the group VA' VB' v1,1 and f, subject to the condition 

that VA' V8 ~ VM. VA' v8 and f are then the baste parameters 

of the traIn wh l eh has to be contro 11 ed, f•lethod I Is the system 

which 11lll give greatest capacity and Is basically the method 

used when driving on the road. Ho11ever, for technical reasons 

when effecting the measurements and calculations, this method 

Is not suited to rat h~ay operation, There Is also another 

difficulty with this system and that Is the Inclusion of trains 

with different braking characteristics, For these reasons this 

method ls no further discussed. 

~~ethod 2 !s derived from the first one by assuming the 

leading train to have an Infinite bra~lng rate <I.e. It can come 

to a standstll I Instantaneously). This them appears as a fixed 
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obstacle for the following train. This eases calculations but 

still involves a squaring process. Hovlng Tirl'e Blocf.- (3) aims 

at keeping a fixed time interval bet11een trains (dependent only 

on maximum permissible I !ne speed), The braking distance Is 

then proportional to the train speed and Is relatively simple 

to culculate. M.S.B. keeps the distance between trains equal 

to the maximum braking distance and rerresents the limit of an 

Infinite aspect signalling system, t1ethod 5 employs both the 

Ideas In 2 ::md 4 but the equipment tor the calculations is more 

complex due to having to make a choice as to which condiTion 

applies besides the actual calculations, 

These are then the basic concepts for a new signal I lng 

system, any final choice having to be based on the relative 

merits of each system. Of the possible systems (excluding 

R.I~.B,), pure moving block provides the highest capacity but 

only below the maximum I I ne speed, 1~.T.El. oermlts an al~ost 

constant line capacity over a wide range of speeds. M.V.M.B, 

also provides high capacity but the control system Is more 

compllcJted. it is for these reasons th3t a moving time block 

Is preferable (see also References 2 - 4) although some 

modltlcatlcn at low speeds Is probably needed to Improve the 

line capacity. 

5. Information Exchange Required 

This Is one of the most Important questions for automqtfon 

and one around whlch most of the discussion revolves. Connected 

with this question Is also that of \;here most of the equipment 

should be situated -track-side or locomotive carried. This 

last Item also determines most of the data flow required, 
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Whnt does seem certain Is thnt tl-:8 train needs to know no more 

and no I ess than what the drl ~er a I rowdy kno;~s. This I nformutlon 

Is acquired by the driver before nnd during a journey. Ho~1 Is 

it acquired and where does It como from? The Information 11!!! 

be taken In by the driver through his eyes and ears and will 

come from timetable and route manuals Issued before a journey, 

his observance of wayside commnnds nnd his knowledge of the 

cnpabllltles of the train Itself. This, In turn, Is then acted 

upon through the skill and experience of the driver. In other 

words, the Information Is collected from various sources, 

digested and then acted upon by some control organ as would be 

In any automatic system. 

For underground and loc<JI comnuter rull~13ys It has been 

suggested (Reference 2) that a mainly trnckslde orientated 

system Is bost. This Is because of the large number of vehicles 

and motive power units, the frequent coupling <Jnd uncoupl lng 

of trains and the uniform characteristics of all the trains. 

This also reduces the amount of train carried equipment to a 

minimum and the amount of standby equipment needed. In any 

case, for a very high d3nslty service running over relatively 

short distances both track-side and train-borne equipment failure 

wIll h<Jve serious dIsruptIve effects on servIces. \~I tb the very 

unlfonn train characteristics, this type of system needs v2ry 

simple control commands. 

On the other hand, there is the main line railway with 

Its variety of traffic, high truck mileage and large varlunce 

of braking capabilities. Here mainly trnln-borne equipment. Is 

probably better because of the much longer track sections 

involved with one control unit and the larger variety of 
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lnformutlon which Is train varlal>io. Atso, the failure of one 

set of locomotive equipment will not hGVJ such a disruptive 

effect on other services such us 1/ould occur with a line-side 

set due to the possibility of other routes for following trains. 

Apart from these, there Is the problem of how do we make 

sure the train receives the information transmitted to it and 

not th3t for another one. This requires the transmission 

svo+~m to be pluce or train selective und means that the systems 

a1e not truly continuous but Intermittent, although periods 

between message receptions are at the most a few seconds. For 

a place selective system the requirement is thut a train can 

only pass one influence point at G time Vihllst for a train 

selective system train address codes must be used. For a 

pl<:~ce selective system codes have to be used to address the 

locality but the code Is not required by the train. However, 

u train selective system is more flexible and mere suitable 

for a moving block signal I ing sys·rom. 

So far, only information required by the train has been 

mentioned, There obviously must bo feedback for the system to 

function ulthough this information Is probubly minimal but of 

vltul Importance. In fact it Is this feedback of information 

that permits a recording of the tcuin's position. This Is then 

not ul tered until the next rep I y from the traIn - no rep I y be 1 ng 

assumed u failure and the train becomes u fixed obstacle for 

follo~;Jng trains until the defect is cleared. 

Fios. I and 2 represent t110 basic control systems and 

depict the information flow right up to a completely centralised 

control system with automatic route setting. They are only 

representative of the two types of possible control system 
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1~hlch ure distinguished by the co-:l'nunds Issued to the train, 

with possible add! rlonal commands such as the degree of braking 

(e.g. k, L full), Fig. I represents wh::~t is a basic command 

system, I.e. the commands are the primary commands needed to 

act!vnte the control devices on the train and hence minimise 

train-borne equipment. Ho11ever, more Information must be 

supplied to central and local control centres as al I the 

Information must be evaluated there. This needs more complex 

track-side equipment and Is a system more suliable for underground 

and local railways. The second figure represents a system much 

more sultuble for main line rall•mys \/here It Is desired to 

have I oco•,ntl ve-concentrated equ 1 pnent. The i nforMatlon 

transmitted Is the basic parameters needed to evaluate the 

essentlul control communds- brake, accelerate and coast. 

Other i nfonnatl on regardIng the nuture of the tral n must a I so be 

provided und for ~ system of this type be fed In uT ihe 

commencement of the journey. 

All the lnformotlon ln both systems mentioned above must 

occur some1;here l n the systems u I though at d i ff erent po 1 nts 

and must lead to the same end result. This information can be 

subdivided lntc two groups, as shown bel011, and will probably 

help to determine its transmission. 

FIXED INFORMATION VARIABLE INFORlvlATION 

Traci\ I dent! f l cation Brake (norma I and emergency) 

l'iax!mum Line Speed Accelerute 

<1 ne. temrorary speed res"frl ctlons) Coast 

Gradient Varluble Obstacles Wlstance 

Fl>~ed Obstacles (distance to and to and speed ut lnclud!ng 

tnrget spoed) preceding trains) 

Posl-i !on or Locality Signal Aspects (if required) 

Vlh I stl e Gnd Test Comm<mds 
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In addition to the above Information there Is also the 

need for a speech link between driver and conrrol points for 

any special Information exchange or for passenger Information. 

This could eventually lead to public telephones on board the 

train but this Is certainly not an Immediate goal. 

If urban and mal n I! ne ra lll~ays <~re to run over the same 

tracks then there may be a case for using one system for both 

types of railway rather than having to Interlace two systems 

which would certainly be uneconomic. 

6. Possible Communication Links 

Various types of control systems and communication channels 

have been suggested and tried and some of the salient features 

are mentioned here (for further details see References 8- 12), 

Probably, the actual transmission channel has the most effect 

on the system, rather than the other way round as lt determines 

largely when transmission Is possible and ho\~ many trains lt 

can Influence per unit of time. The most obvious form of 

communication Is of course radio. lt Is easy to Instal I and 

requires nothing to be laid In the track. The main disadvantage 

of radio Is that lt Is highly Influenced by weather and geographical 

conditions and hence Is unsuitable for providing a high Integrity 

communication link, which Is required for a railway control system. 

However, lt could provide addltlon~:ll speech I Inks If required, 

The overhead catenary system has also been examined as a possible 

communication channel either by direct contact or Inductive 

coupling. As far as direct contact Is concerned this Is very 

dependent on contact resistance and Ice and snow on the line. 

For contact and Inductive coupling, the lines suffer from large 

fluctuations In Impedance from one section to another. This 
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mc;kes feed crrcngem<:mts and trdnsmlss!on dlff!cu:t <JS 1mll <JS 

the very non-Jlrectlonwl propertle5 of such J system, The 

S<Jme discussion also appl Ios to the use of the 'third' roll as 

a communic<Jtlon system. Another disadvantage of us!ng such 

med!<J Is that the whole railway notw0rk may not be electrified 

end hence another form of trwnsmlsslon channel must be used 

e I sew~ere wh I eh Is contrary to the prl net pIe of want! ng u 

unIform system. 

Another clear alternative Is the use of the raJ Is 

themselves using Inductive coupling. However, os far as long 

dIstances ore concerned they ropi"C5ent a poor medIum due to 

high rail attenuation and dependency on block sections and axle 

short circuits. The frequency band Is restricted to that below 

about 5 kHz <Jnd distances of about 2-3 km - hence the Information 

capwclty tends to be low. ~1ethods hc;ve been suggested by Form 

(Reference 13) which use 1he rail attenuation to good advantage 

by dlv!Jing It up Tnro short loops ond using frequencies of the 

ocder of 20 kHz but more track side equipment is needed. 

However, It has the advantage that the system Is actuated by the 

axle short circuit as In conventional track clrcultlng. This 

system Is of course unsuitable for use with steel sleepers. 

At the other 0nJ of thG frGquency spectrum there have been trta Is 

wIth m I crowoves. ThGse tests hove either beer· In the torm of 

'leaky' wavcguldes vr the use of surface waves (see Reference 

14 - 16). An additional use of surface W3Ves has been their use 

for obs13C I e detect I on on the track. These I nsta 11 at lvns tend 

to be ratber expensive but with the ad"ance of semiconductor 

tecnnology the cost of generators and receivers will have been 

greutly reduced. 
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The f!n<JI system Is the 'track conJuctor' system and fer 

main line rat lwcys Is pr0bauly the bosi solution at the mcment. 

The frequency range Is from 30 W~z- 150 kHz with tbe 

possibility of loops up to ab0ut 12 ~n. long. lt !s lnJependent 

of block sections, axle short circuits onJ can be made 

v l r-tuc: 11 y Independent of weuther condItions and type of sI eo per. 

Also, with this type of system lt Is e<Jsy to build In to lt 

Inherent position markers. With this system there is also the 

choice of long or short loops but for a fully controlled railway 

system IT would seem that long loops are the better. Long 

loops also meon loss track siJe control points and that 

equipment can be located In easily accessible places such as 

stations which Is better for malntenonce or altera·rlon of fixed 

data. 

After decldinJ on a port!cular commun!cat!vn channel 

there Is t~on the problem cf where the lnform<Jt!en storage 

should occur. lt has been suggested (Refs. 10 and 17) that 

Information regarding timetable, stopping places etc. could be 

storeJ on the trill n In the form of punched Tape or cards. 

This ~/Culd, ~mvever, seem to be rother Inflexible If disturbances 

occu1· such vs deviation from tlmotoble, route change or 

locomotive f<JIIure. it could be orguod that extra tapes or 

cards could be kept on the train but they could never cope 

with all possibilities and In any case possible human errors 

could creep In here. Thls would minimise Jata tt·ansmlsslon 

but il centra I contro I wou Jc; have to be ab I e to compare the 

train performance with the expected performance In order to 

perform optimum train control and nutomat!c route setting. It 

11oul8 the,·efore appear that storage of timetable Information 



and so on must c8 dC:comp! I shed ui <J cen ITa I contra I anJ thnt 

tral n outomut I on anJ ooute setting r.lUst be cons I de red iJS o 

single entity. Track fe<Jtures ancl other flxeJ dYrn coul ~ be 

stored locully and If required ty the train equipment con be 

transmitted by some form of modulation. An alternutlve for 

fixed inform<Jtlon transmission are srull cells (telegram coils) 

~lound in series with the track conductors anJ producing either 

n slgn<JI In-phase or out-of-phase with the conductor signal 

(see Ref. 18 or P~rt I of this thesis). All variable Information 

is prub<J'Jiy !Jest transmitted by some fern of modulation (which 

Is not umptl1ude depenuent) although it would be ccncelvable to 

use switched telegram coils. 

Hov1 should such a system be bui it up? it must of course 

L>e bui it JP fror1 the existing system, The first step would seem 

to !Je the provision of ndvnnce informJtlon to high speed 

iTulns to supervise high speed workins and braking distances. 

it Is to !:e itoped, th<Jt during this period more and more tr<Jins 

·~!I, ue fl ttod with the control equipment so that supervision 

of slo11 truins :Jiso becomes possible. After this tt should be 

poss!Jie to ln"i"mduce regulaiion according to timetable, 

Introduction of centr::JIIsed control (Hith <•utomc:Jtic route 

se-rtlnJ) ::Jnd for moving block working the ab<:mdonment of I ineslde 

slsnals. 

7. In Conclusion 

Several partially or f•Ji Jy nu"i"omuric systems 3re <Jiready In 

use and of these probJbly the best kno~m ore the London Transport 

Vlctoriu Line, the Jopanese Tokaido Line (see Reference 19), 

the ~~u~ I ch-Ausburg h lgr speed tree I< <Reference 20) and mo1·e 

recently the o~y Area R3pld Transit System. Othor similar 
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systems nre on 1rtal such as tho B.R. system ut Derby, those 

In vnrious mines In Germany as well ns those in Belgium, 

Switzerland and France. 

/\u1-omat I on w 11 I certu in I y I end I tse I f -:-o m kIng ru !limy 

systems more flexible than whut exist at present. lt can also 

provide extra benefits such ns better level crossing protection, 

permanent way gang protection and permanent speech communlcarion 

with n moving train. However, 11!1lle full automation Is 

deslra'Jie on min lines, it may well be that only partial 

automation Is ecor.omlcal ly viable on secondary I lnes although 

operation must still be compatible 1dth that on main lines. 

\:hllst most major problems have boen solved, one major one 

stll I remains. This Is the problem of obstacle detection. 

Vurlous forms of guided 11ave radur hilve been tried but so fur no 

rei ia~1lo, lnexperslve syst8m has been developed. Obstacles In 

the path of a moving train are obviously a hazard ard for the 

pre3ent ~~y be another valId reason for retalnlns 3 driver In 

the cab. 

\'lhatever may happen In the future, uutomatlon wl I I 

certainly play a bigger and biooer role In railway operations. 

H01tever, nt tho S::Jme tl me trends l n trnnsport must be borne 

in .. 1lnd nnd automation must not be done just for automation's 

soke. 
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